
TEACHING BEGINNING BAND

Let Your Body Work For You
Be comfortable at all times.

Tension is your biggest foe Anything that restricts the air from easily
moving through the embouchure into the instrument is a very bad habit. We
should not ever use the word “tension” when teaching young students
therefore, this is information for the teacher pjy.

Young people use correct posture more when standing and moving rather
than sitting.

Very few twelve-year old children have balance problems when walking.
They are not always aware of balancing from foot to foot when they walk, but
we must bring this to their attention at the very start of their beginning band
experience. Transfer this feeling of balance when walking to that when they
are standing stationary. Areas of concern can be the knees, hips, ankles, small
of the back, shoulders and chin. So, we need to teach students that their body
balance and posture, when walking, will be transferred to playing position
when standing and sitting.

Though the teacher should not touch the student, the eyes can be trained to
achieve the same end result visually.
• make students aware of the importance of balance when standing
- The easiest way for students to understand balancing is to relate it to
walking naturally around a room. We must point out that when students
walk—and then stop walking—that their posture must not change in any way.
Many times students will lock their knees when they stand. Knees should
always feel sofi and flexible. This is the same concept as stated above. This
posture will become the eventual “playing position” when seated.
• use this time to point out the specific shape and use of body parts

While initially becoming acquainted with the body, point out that the
skeleton supports the muscles and flesh. Muscles are always as soft as
possible. The ribcage is held off of the stomach area by the lower back. This
is achieved by gently moving the lower back toward the stomach

Point out the texture and sloping position of the shoulders, as well as the
texture of the arms and hands. Make sure students understand that the hands
will fall inward from the wrist rather than outward. Be sure this is
demonstrated for your students. The teacher should also watch the natural
shape of each student’s hands, which will later be the basis for hand
position—regardless of instrument. This is a good time to introduce two of
the three most important questions that can be asked when playing a wind
instrument:

How does it feel? 2. How does it look?
The student, at this moment in time, will respond to how it/ie1s Since we

are not yet using mirrors, the teacher will respond to how it looks.
Make students aware of the fact that the head balances itself on the

shouiders. The neck is physically soft. The tendon that connects the neck to



the shoulder should have no tension, allowing the air to easily pass throughthis area.
The teacher can watch the natural and individual shape of the eyes andmouth of each student. This information will be used later when setting theembouchures for particular instruments.

Be aware of the fact that when walking, the arms should swing and shouldnot be held in a position where the inside of the arm touches the outside of theupper body This will be the case when holding y wind instrument. Watchcarefully to make sure students do not hold their arms still at their sides whilewalking.
Other aspects to watch as you interact with students are the shape andposition of the eyes, nose and chin. Also, the teacher must be aware of thenatural look of the forehead, eyebrows and cheeks.

• become aware of where the air goes when the student breathes normallythrough the nose
- visual demonstration
• recreate this feeling when breathing through the mouth and explain whywe must breathe through the mouth

Obviously, the only reason to breathe through the mouth is the size of thepassage for the air to travel through. Breathing through the nose when playinga wind instrument restricts the amount of air that can be taken in during ashort period oftime. This is not a feasible approach to wind playing. Teachyour students that breathing is a constant “in and out” process. Students canpractice these elements when simply walking from class to class. In thebeginning stages of playing a wind instrument, students should never hold orstop their air. Never have students practice breathing for long periods of time,because it will cause hyperventilation. You should never have your studentsengage in “contests” involving holding their air longer than they arephysically comfortable.
o discuss the inside of the mouth, concentrating on the tongue and teethThe distance between the teeth should feel relatively natural. Rememberthat the space between the teeth is created between the back teeth and can betoo large as well as too small. Most students will naturally create the correctdistanc.e between their teeth when sitting and doing other tasks such as readingor watching television, While doing these tasks. have them occasionaflv beaware of where their teeth are from top to bottom. This awareness must heachieved before students are introduced to their chosen insinimems.In everyone’s mouth, the bottom of the tip of the tongue naturail rests in avery sofi tissue area right behind the bottom gums. If the bottom of the tip ofthe tonaue is resting in that area. we have an excellent reference point tonatural tongue position in every child’s mouth

H. (;reate An Orginized Learning Environment
• do not have chairs or music stands in the classroom durinc the hrst few

‘veeks



It is important that the room be free of unnecessary equipment during the
first several weeks of the year. Once you begin to use chairs and stands, there
should be no more than is needed for each individual class. Students respond
to the neatness and organization of the classroom. You can teach them to be
organized by giving them a consistent environment. In order for this to occur
for each class period, a certain length of time gp be given at the end of class
for students to clean and disassemble their instruments—as well as for the
teacher to re-set the room. This amount of time should not be thought of as
being “wasted,” Expectations regarding instrument care and class
organization establish group habits that will allow students to become self-
sufficient and make fluture rehearsals, performances, trips, etc. less chaotic.
• storing instruments
- When beginning to use instruments, it is important that students are shown
a specific area of the room to put their instruments. Regardless of whether
your band hall has storage bins around the perimeter of your room—or a
separate storage room—instrument cases should be brought to this specific
area. It is acceptable for smaller cases (i.e. flutes, oboes, clarinets and
trumpets) to be placed by or under the chair in the set-up. All other
instruments must be assigned to a large enough area within your classroom.
There should be appropriate space between each of these larger cases, as
students will need room to correctly assemble their instruments without any
contact with other students. If you are not yet using chairs and stands, all
cases will be treated in the same manner
• class structure

You need to begin and end every class in the same manner. Only the
middle part of the class will vary from day to day.

Have a method to begin class regardless of whether or not you have a bell
system within your school.

Devote segments of your class to the information the students have at any
given lime. This will expand as more material is presented. Do not worry
about covering evçi segment every day. .but do be sure every segment is
covered at some point ey.y week. As more information is given, the students
should have the skills to retain and execute more tasks in the time allotted,
The teacher is responsible for organizing known information and new
information in a manner that can he covered weekb (ieek/’i’ expectations are
strongly encouraged over daily expectations.

If von quit respondno to everything your students aredoina. your ieachin
becomes ineffecive. The teacher is more effective if he or she mo\ es around
the room rather than stays in one stationary flosition (i.e. on a podium or a
slooP

if you do not talk about and reinforce known concepts daily, you can he
eoua}lv ineffective.

Though we may not he fond of lesson plans. they are the most important
means of organizing our weekly goals. Prior to each class, von must know
what on warn to acccmrlsh from both individual students, as wef as the



111. Classroom Set-up
using chairs

Chairs are inanimate objects, and can be moved to accommodate the “sighthne” of each student. When stands are used, the same statement applies.When chairs are used, the feet must be in the same position relative to thebody as when standing. Introduce the “sit as you stand” concept and havestudents sit. . stand. . sit etc No extra movement should be needed to standif students are sitting in a balanced position. Do not allow students to usetheir arms and hands on the sides of their chairs when attempting to standThe student’s position on the seat of their chair will be determined by thelength of their legs in relation to their upper body.
The best chair arrangement is a large semi-circle with space in betweeneach chair This allows the teacher easy access to each student as the classprogresses If the room does not allow for a semi-circle, rows in block styleare acceptable as long as the teacher has easy access to each student. Wewould suggest that students move up one row every day so that every studentends up being in the front row periodically.

- if there is no time to change class set-ups during the passing periods, youmay have your beginners sit within the set-up created by your largestclass/set-up. In this situation, students should still be in a block that rotatesdaily from back to front You are cautioned not to have students sitting in thechairs to the extreme lefi and right of each “large” row. These students tendto not receive the appropriate eye contact and monitoring from the teacher. Ina very large beginning class, it will be additionally necessary for students tosit a Seat apart in order to have enough room to properly hold and play theirinstruments (i e. flutes, bassoons and French horns).
Full circles are not recommended unless there are always at least twoteachers working with the particular class,

IV. Correspondence
• establish contact with parents before their children are actually in yourprogram
• throub your correspondence. the following things are already’ establishedinfbrniation about the music company and its services

procedures in which iate’ parents go to the music Store
when and how instruments and maintenance kits are delivered 10your band hall
practice sheet expectations
concert infc.rmation



through correspondence afler school has started, these are the topics that
must be covered during the first week:

concert information and dress
extra rehearsals prior to concert and why necessary
list of specific classes and their teacher name and contact
information
teaching objectives
grading procedures
practice sheet with consequences for “problems”
band hall rules
tardy policy
supply list
mirrors

V. Breathing
Breathing is the basis for wind playing, and is a continuous in and out
process. The student should not feel that any process for breathing is
changed to play an instrument. The process may only be gradually
adapted to fit the skill needed for each instrument. When first learning to
breathe, the teacher can have the students walk around the room, and
breathe naturally through the nose to see if the air goes below the ribcage.
Once they have become aware of where the air is or should be going.
explain that not enough air can be taken into the body through the nose.
Therefore, they must breathe through the mouth so more air can be taken
in. When breathing, the sternum should rise with the first breath taken in.
The student then holds the sternum up with the lower vertebrae right
above the belt line while all other breaths are taken. This will allow the
bottom two ribs to float. When raising the sternum with the lower
vertebrae, be sure the flesh of the lower back feels sofi. The sternum area
should not move up and down for successive breaths It only moves with
the first breath taken The con eel procedure fbi learning the breathing
process is to breathe while walking, breathe while standing (learning, to
control the sternum’r then breathe while sittinu (which is much more
difficult) The student will eventually be able to achieve the same natural
feeling in all three positions if you do not move too quickly from walking
to standing to sittin. When breathina in. have the student use a very low
vowel sound (0, for example). They should think about the air going
through the mouth. up towards the ear. and down the windpipe. This will
help them raise the sofi palate. and receive denser air below the rib cage
When. breathing through the mouth the student must be aware of the
iosition of the torn.ue i nderneath the front part of inc iono’ue i very sob
itisue that lies in front of the corns. .1 he bottom Of the front Dali of Ire



Daily breathing exercises will help cairn students
Suspend breathing exercises at the first point of tension
There should be no obstructions in the air path.

— The air never stops.
The air moves like waves.
Nothing on the face should change or move
Keep eyebrows and chin naturally soft and in place.
Keep eyes soft and open.
Keep the face naturally soft during all breathing exercises
The feet stay in their natural position.
The shoulders slope and the collar bone area is soft
Breathing should be as silent as possible.
You will hear no extraneous when students breathe correctly.
Let air in and out naturally as opposed to “sucking in.
The diaphragm will work involuntarily. Very little information is needed

because it is an involuntary muscle and responds to stimuli.
The body responds to air rather than controls air.
When pulse is added, teach your students to gauge how much air they need

for a particular phrase at a particular tempo.
- Air is fast enough to create the most resonant sound--constant, steady and
smooth at all times.
- When breathing exercises with the natural face are mastered, embouchure
formation can be added with special attention paid to placement of corners
within the context of the embouchure needed for a particular instrument.

VI. Playing Position
Natural posture is imperative when playing a musical instrument. Most of
us will not sit in the correct manner at any time during the day. Have your
students stand in front of the chair with their legs slightly wider than their
shoulders. They should then sit directly on the seat in a place that will
allow them to rise without any extra effort or change of body position. In
the beginning, I would ask the students to leave their feet in the same
place they were when standing. As they become more adept and
older. the feet can be moved as long as the body is in halance and the
student is comfortable Turn the music stand in a position that allows one
spoke of the base to he placed between the feet so the feet can be placed
fiat on the floor on either side of the spoke. Correct upper body playing
position can be achieved by slightly moving the small of the back towards
the stomach until the student feels the lower ohs of the rib cae not
pressing on the stomach area. The body is held erect by the skeleton, and
the tissue should all be very soft and pliable The student should feel
comfortable and balanced at all times when playing his instrument.
Students should keep their feet soft so their toes do not curl inside their
shoes while siandin or sitting. Do not ignore these important aspects as
our students move throuch the hand program.



VII. Articulation
basics

The tongue should be used as naturally as when speaking, moving up anddown—not back and forth.
-- Within a given style, the tongue touches the same spot with the samestrength every time

The air should be focused to the center—and strong enough to support thetongue’s natural movement.
The smaller the note value, the firmer the strength of articulation
Within a chosen musical passage, the articulation should not be affected bythe duration of the note.
To create an illusion of sameness, the student may have to articulate firmeras they go when playing repeated segments/patterns.
Do not interpret legato articulation as an opportunity to move the tonguedown slowly—the more legato desired, the quicker the tongue should move sothe air is not interrupted.
The speed of the rhythm within the tempo of the music does not relate tothe speed with which the tongue moves down.

— Watch all parts of a student’s face when articulation. The embouchureshould never be involved in the articulation process only the air and tongueshould move when the student is articulating.
Articulation should in no way affect the resonance or release of a note.The faster the articulation the more the air should be placed in the center ofthe shank of the mouthpiece past the embouchure.
No sound is ever stopped by the tongue unless it is used as a special effect.When articulating correctly, the tongue is in its “down” position muchlonger than in the “up” position.
it is perfectly acceptable so hold the jaw still with a hand while vocalizingan articulation syllable—instruments should he placed in a safe place whendoing this.
When students vocalize an articulation they should form the corners of themouth as they would for their emhouchure—--corners may he held in placewith the index and middle fingers
Students should understand that focustns the articulation is as important asfocusinc the sound
When articulation, the air should he mentally placed in the same spot in theroom for every note.
Except for double reeds. practicing articulation with the brass mouthpiece,clarinet mouthpiece and barrel, saxophone mouthpiece and neck and flute
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tongue should lie in this tissue when not being used. lfthe tongue is inthis position, the student will feel cool air go over the tongue because thetemperature in the room is cooler than the temperature in the mouth If thestudent does not feel this cool air, the tongue is too far back in themouth ...... and possibly arched...... both incorrect positions for airintake. When the air goes out, the student will feel warm air on the tonguebecause the temperature of the body is warmer than the temperature in theroom. This is a wonderful tool the student can use at all times to monitorthis part of the breathing process. When the student first begins to learnhow to use the air to play the instrument, he must be comfortable at alltimes. There should be no pulse combined with the air at this stage. Thespeed needed to produce the sound must gradually be reached through trialand error, with the student’s comfort paramount. Remember that theamount and speed of the air is no more important than its direction andfocus. When learning to use air, have the students put the middle finger oftheir hand on their nose-and blow the air to a spot on the palm of the hand.It does not matter how fast the air is when you begin....., it just mustslay the same speed from beginning to end, and be the same temperature atall times. All of the above can be adjusted as the student becomes moreproficient with this skill The student should first learn to expel airwithout forming an embouchure. You want the flesh around the mouth tolook natural. The student is still concentrating on feeling comfortable andsofi. The temperature of the air can be changed by the use of differentvowel sounds. The range can be from tepid to very hot depending on thevowel chosen. The lower the vowel, the warmer the air and viceversa The tip of the tongue will naturally lie just behind the ridge in thegums created by the roots of the lower teeth. Ii should be aware of, hutnot touch this ridge. The natural position of the tongue in the mouthcannot be stressed too much when learning to play a wind instrumentcorrectly. Once the student is comfortable with the process of breathingthrough the mouth, you need to stress that the air must always be constant.steady, smooth and calm. The student (with your guidance) will learn howmuch air it takes to make a resonant sound on their instrument. Thestudent then uses no more and no less air at any time to play the
instrument, Some instruments require direct movement of the air stream.and others require the air stream to move in angles This information musthe given to the students early (hut not immediately) in the learning processso the process for the instrument chosen is methodically pursued. As thestudent becomes more familiar with the breathina process, pulse may beadded This should he called rhythmical (or controlled)

breathing the description can be your choice It is best to neverhave a contest to see v.’ho can use their air the longest The student mustnever feel uncomfortable when using air
• fundamental breathine

Breath jnc is a narumai process.

AN upuer body movement IS jnvc’lvnmar’



on a staff; the higher it will sound. The lower the note is on a staff; the lowerit will sound. Ask the students to name all notes aloud. The clef signs allowmusic to move up and down tonaJly.

The time signature contains two numbers—one above the other. The top
number identifies the number ofpulses placed in each measure created by thebarlines. The bottom number identifies the symbol (note or rest) that receivesone pulse. Never asic a student how many pulses a note gets. AJways ask—in
a particular time signature—how many pulses a particular note or rest
receives.

Once these skills are easily used, ask students to move up and down the staffnaming notes silently. Then, identilSc the note by its name along with its
correct line or space md clef. There are games that the class can play to
strengthen their ability to read music.

IX. Pulse
It is a good idea to relate pulse (i.e. beats) in music to the pulse of the body.
Every young child has had their pulse taken, and knows something about its
importance. One ofthe positive things a doctor says about pulse is that it is
“steady.” This is a positive thing in music as well. The pulse in the body has
two pans, and we want to relate these two parts to pulse in music. The
difference being that body pulse is uneven and music pulse must always be
even. Students may have trouble using their foot to show you they understand
the speed of the pulse. If this occurs, have them walk and count pulse out
loud. Mother helpfbl aid is to move their foot smoothly for them. Ask them
to make their ankle as soft as possible. Use your thumb and middle finger as
though you were fitting a shoe to move the foot up and down. Most children
have had this experience and do not mind someone holding their foot in that
manner. Mother way you can help a student is to carefully place your entire
foot on top of their foot to “get them going.” When learning to use the foot as
a gauge, say “one up two up etc.” Never use exactly the same speed of pulse
over and over—any time during a beginning band class. Do not use the
metronome until the students can control the rhythms through other counting
activities Gradually move your students towards the use of the metronome



BASIC BRASS:

Untangling Brass Fundamentals
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THE SCRIPT

I. The Actor Prepares - Setting the Stage

II. Selling Their Choice / Selling Their Success

Ill. Setting the Pace & Avoiding Disaster While Utilizing
Good Information
(Or ... ‘The Students are in the Room, Also’)

IV. Keeping Your Most Natural Function Uncomplicated

V. Starting Beginners on the Mouthpiece

VI. Advanced ‘How it Works’: The Embouchure

VII. Advanced ‘How it Works’: Mouthpiece Vibration Magic

VIII. Assembling the Trombone without injury to the
Trombone (or others)

IX. Holding the Trombone, Euphonium, & Tuba

X. Advanced ‘How it Works’: Simple Slide Action

XL Advanced ‘How t Works: Articulation

XII. Special Emphasis: Trombone Legato

viii r- 4-.- 4--,-
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XIV. Questions?

I. The Actor Prepares — Setting the Stage

Organized Thought, Organized Space — Teaching Mental Focus
Calm Mind, Calm Body
Efficiency: Each Thought & Action Either Contributes or Detracts
One Obtainable Success at a Time - Cumulative Learning
Athleticism & the Beauty of Simplicity of Movement

IL Selling Their Choice / Selling Their Success

What a Smart Choice
Everyone Will Learn to Do This!
Eliminating Chance of Initial Failure or Frustration
“This is How Musicians Respect Others While Learning & Performing”
Teasers

Ill. Setting the Pace & Avoiding Disaster Whilst Using Good
Information (or ‘The Students are in the Room,
Also’)

Great Teaching is Not Just Great information
Responding the Student
Engaging the Mind
The Emotional & intellectual Highlight of the Day
Fast-Slow: The Illusion of Fast Pace
A Trombonist’s Pace: At First, the World Just Moves a Bit Siower
Heio Me Make You a Great Piaver”
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IV. Keeping Your Most Natural Function Uncomplicated

Posture Helps Create Great Sounds
Beyond the Pragmatic: Why Breathing is important
Calm Mind Calm Body: Air Creates Any Necessary Expansion
Air & Pulse — Natural to Life, Natural to Music

V. Starting Beginners on the Mouthpiece

Placement is Critical
Head/Mouthpiece Angle
Calm Mind, Calm Body: Gentle Air
Use a Mirror
No initial Expectation of Lip Vibration & The Need to Please

VL Advanced LHow it Works’: The Embouchure

The Vibrating Surface & The Frame
Corners are the Fulcrum of the Embouchure
Velcro1M Changed My Life
Why Want a CIarinet Vafley’

Vil. Advanced How it Works’: Mouthpiece Vibration Magic

I Became a Convert: Why Exact Pitch Lip Vibrations Are Almost Manic
Resonance & the Beauty of One Note
Utilizing Lip Vibrations in individual & Ensemble Work



VIII. Assembling the Trombone Without Injury to the
Trombone (or to Others)

Placement of Case: It Won’t Fall Off of the Floor
Opening the Case — Everything Secure?
Slide First

• Slide Locked?
• Unlatch
• Right Hand, Palm Down on Slide Bars
• Tip Immediately to Floor, Parallel to Body, Large End Inward
• Slide Does Not Move Again During this Process

Bell Section Next
• Unlatch
• Left Hand, Palm Down near Bell Brace
• Lift with Bell Down, Counterweight Up (with Bell on the outside),

Parallel to Body
Docking Station

• Bell Section Moves Toward Slide with Bell Tilted Away From Slide
• Rest the Bell Section Down Over the Taller End of the Slide
• LFlat Trombone’

Setting the Angle
• Stand Up — Side is NOT a crutch

Look Down at the Slide Angle (1800) An Analog Clock Readin9
LLFifteen Minutes until Three”

• Slowly Move the Bell Section Until the Clock Reads “Three oclock”
• Move an Additional Five Minutes to “3:05”
• Secure the Anqie

Seating the Mouthpiece
• Carefully Remove Mouthpiece From the Case
• Seat Gently into the Slide Receptacle (Leadpipe)
• Rotate 2/3 of a Turn to get a Friction Grrp

IX. Holding the Trombone, Euphonium, & Tuba
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Replicating Exact Mouthpiece Placement & Angle
Remembering Calm Mind, Calm Body
Valves & The Hand
Trombone: X Marks the Spot
Sensitivity to Awkwardness

Know You’re Eager, But...

X. Advanced ‘How it Works’: Simple Slide Action

A Point in Space
Shortest Distance Between Two Points
Gracefulness & Efficiency, Lightness & Agility: Form
The Art of Transitions
What About the Wrist?
Talking About Tuning under Slide Action’? - The Three Learning Styles

Xl. Advanced ‘How it Works’: Articulation

Infinite Articulations & Catching a Baseball
Why Syllables Are Important
Why Brass Players DON’T Use the Same Syllable
The Moving Target: Higher & Lower and Firmer/Smoother Starts
Broad Notes are Smooth; Short Notes are Crisp Right?

XII. Special Emphasis: Trombone Legato

Two Schools of Thought
Four Siblino Slurs: Tnplets & the Other One



XIII. Practice: Reaching for the Next Level

Developing Awareness
Practicing for Performance in the Mind & Body
Capsules: Controlling the Mind & Body
When to Move Forward? - Conceptual Approach to Fast Technique &
Range
Musical Personality: Developing a Mature Interpretation

XIV. Questions?

:Joc ‘L)ion
Thanks!
Contact me at hdixon?1mac.corn
Visit me at www.tromboneczar.com



JOE DIXON is well known as a trombonist, brass clinician, instructor, and lecturer. He currently
serves as a Master Clinician / Consultant for school music programs throughout Texas. His
students have been welcomed at many of the world’s great music schools including The Juilliard
School, Manhattan School of Music, Yale University, indiana University, Harvard University, and the
Royal Academy of Music in London. His students have performed with the St. Louis Symphony
Orchestra, the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, the New York Philharmonic, the San Antonio
Symphony Orchestra, the English Chamber Orchestra, the Italian National Radio Orchestra, the San
Francisco Ballet Orchestra, I Solisti Veneti, the Kennedy Center Orchestra, Orquesta Sinfonica del
Estado de Mexico, and numerous other orchestras and chamber ensembles in North & South
America, Europe, and Japan. JOE DIXON’s teachers included LEON BROWN (University of North
Texas), ALLEN OSTRANDER (Bass Trombone, New York Philharmonic; NBC Symphony under
Toscanini; Juilliard), and ROGER SMITH (Solo Trombone, Metropolitan Opera Orchestra; Solo
Euphonium & Assistant Conductor, The Goldman Band; Juilliard). He was a composition student of
electronic music pioneer MERRILL ELLIS (1916-1981) and toured with Prof. ELLIS as a soloist and
ensemble member of his New Music Group. JOE DIXON began private teaching trumpet and
trombone at the age of 16 and by the age of 1 9 maintained a private studio of 1 20 students. He
has taught in the United States, Italy, and Germany. As a trombonist, his performance experience
includes symphony, opera, ballet, chamber music and appearances as a soloist.

JOE DIXON has presented hundreds of teacher training programs and has given Master Classes and
lectures on brass pedagogy at numerous universities, specialist schools as well as national music
educator conventions. His Master Classes and mini-residencies have included visits to Indiana
University, the University of Houston, the University of Texas, and presentations in Germany and
Italy. In 2002 he was a panelist for the Music Educators National Conference (MENC) Biennial in
Nashville, Tennessee. Annually, he has presented a lecture for the “Careers in Music’ Freshman
program at Southern Methodist University (Dallas, Texas) and also presents lectures to the Brass
Methods Classes. His presentations on artist personality, performance preparation, and brass
pedagogy are especially popular.

JOE DIXON was a Session Producer and/or sound engineer for critically acclaimed recordings by
EDDIE GREEN and TOM BENNETT conducting the University of Houston Wind Ensemble, including
the series of recordings for the international Grainger Society of wind works by Percy Grainger, The
Ensemble’s recording of “The Planets” (Hoist) and “Appalachian Spring’ (Copland) was honored as
a semifinais three :arenor’es o a 999 Sramrnv Awar Best CMss’cal Recording. Best
Orchestral Pert urmance and Best Enoineered Album. Classical as weIl as a iistinc in tOe Slereoppile
magazine “R.ecords to Die For” category. His roost recent project - music of Vittorio Giannini - was
released by Naxos in 2006.

JOE DIXON a jretime Member o the internariona Trombone Association and a member o the
British Trombone Society.



Setting Priorities For The Young Trombonist

Joe H. Dixon

THIRTY-TWO WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR TROMBONE cLASS1

Be Organized. Have students come to expect that organization and discivliiie are

necessary to learn a performance art,

2. Always arrange the students chairs and stands as to allow proper posture and horn
angle, a safe distance between trombortists, and a neat and orderly learning environment.
Do not allow the physical setup of the rehearsal room to visually undermine your efforts
to teach organization and discipline.

3. From the first day students should learn proper behavior for rehearsals -- the way we
behave as trombonists and musicians - the way we rehearse and Jearn.

4 Teach a physical respect for the trombone from the beginning For nearly all children it
is the most expensive possession they have ever owned that is exclusively theirs. Teach
them to care for it, that it is fragile, and warn them of the dangers that can happen. No
one else should ever hold or try to play their trombone.

5. Continue to ‘sell’ the idea of trombone after the student has chosen the instrument.
Help them achieve an identity as a trombonist. Teach them about the great players and
teachers. Help students develop pride in their choice of instruments.

6. Allow rest opportunities to compensate for the awkwardness of holding the trombone.
Watch for problems with mouthpiece placement. posture. hand positions. etc., which the
instrument’s weight might cause.

Teach Funthimenra/s Do not be a slave to a method hook Allow students to focus on
nev. skills separately from their music. Avoid teaching ne lines from a book and a new
skill at the same tjme Do not teach two new skiks at once.

S tdothin. s more mportant to the soung rrombomst than de\eiooin tone aua;it\.
nionatiom and articulation skills if the trombone student moes toe fast, toe soon. it

dfficult to correct these skills at a later point in the student’s de\eiopmenl. While the
problems can be addressed in private lessons, the opportumtv for effective daily
morLflonn is lost once the student has entered a performing ensemble

9 A students ability level in slide action and intonation skills should determine when it is
appropriate for new rhythmic concepts to be played on the instrument. For young
tromhordsts. mental comprehension of the material will usually be ahead of the physical
skills that the trombone demands.



I C Teach music theon’ Teach your students note names, intervals, key signatures, scale
construction, understanding of time signatures and pulse, rhythms (until they rival your
percussiors). sight sigmng (until they nval your choir), musical terms. etc.

11 Rhvthrmc skills can be taught separately from the instrument. A student’s
comprehension of rhythm can progress well beyond their temporary lack of slide action
or intonation skills.

1 2 Do not assume that once material has been presented that it was learned Always
respond to the student’s attempt to use your information. Most of what we teach
students are concepts that require years of constant feedback.

13 Make ear training an important part of your class. Teach your trombonists to hear and
identify intervals

1 4 Have students learn to vibrate correct pitches on the mouthpiece alone as a way to
develop tone quality, ear training, and air usage Use a piano to give a reference tone. It
helps if the student trombonist has some piano background and home access to a
keyboard

15. Always have students learn to (a) sing lines on correct pitches, (b) count lines while
placing the slide, and (c) play the line vibrating exact pitches on the mouthpiece alone
before performine v.nth the instrument.

1 6 Unless you are teaching specific ensemble skills, listen to students play by themselves.
Do not allow a group to hide an individual’s problems or your ability to hear them

1 7 Monitor embouchure, mouthpiece placement, posture and hand positions daily. Have
the student bring a mirror to monitor facial movement (a clip on car visor mirror is
great).

I S Quality requires constant monitoring. If you play along with your class they do not hear
your plavirw and you can not keep track of what your stiadents are doing

9 L.earriin intonation or. trombone utilizes all three ieaminc svles auditon’, kinesthetic.
and The student must hear i’i titches’inter’cais. feel the arm ancle, ook at wha!

are doinc Posture and slide action are part of tuning.

20 Lip slurs are mporrant exercises for mpmovin tone, embouchure streneah. flexibility
and range Teach students to do lip slurs voth minimal or no visible facial movement, no
head or instrument mmement. no breaks or bumps in sounds when chancing. e enness
of volume and tone color Do not go faster, hiher or lower than a student can pert’Ln’n
with correct physical handarnenrals. Have the students use their mirrors.



22 Do not teach slide action until you have taught proper lubrication of the hand slide.
Monitor the condition of your students trombone slides weekiy.

23. Require practice cards.

24 Teach your students what practicing is, how to organize a practice session, and
techniques that will help them achieve their goals. If students do not learn to idenrif,
evaluate, and solve problems, then they are not practicing correctly.

25. Require your students to own a metronome. Teach them how to use it. If you do not
regularly use a metronome in class and furnish metronome markings to your students,
they will not use them at home. Approach playing with a metronome as an ensemble
skill

26 Teach students how to use a tuner as soon as they can make a centered sound. Small
tuners have become relatively inexpensive.

27 Discuss with your private instructor how to teach each item on the Physical Skills
Checklist The staff must be uniform in their approach, rhetoric, and expected quality
level. The private instructor should be your specialist. If you cannot agree on concepts,
do both you and your instructor (and the students) a favor, find a new instructor.
Otherwise, support your private instructors and involve them in your program by
delegating to them the responsibility for their instrument.

28 Encourage students to use home audio and video equipment as a valuable practice tool.
Do a video demonstration in class on spotting posture errors, embouchure problems,
and consistency of slide positions.

29 Encourage your trombonists to own CDs and cassettes of our country’s finest
trombonists. Help them choose models to emulate, Discuss vth them the qualities that
you admire in those performers

30 Help your students learn to concentrate Make them aware that part of becoming a
good performer is developing a high level of concentration Insist on concentration any
time the trombone is being played practice, rehearsal, perfbrmance, etc. Waiting until
the concert, contest or tryout is too late

3 1 Dc’ not wait until students are in a performing ensemble to teach ensemble skills. Expect
beginner cia•.sses to learn to watch the conductor, start notes together, release notes
together, match pitches. etc.

32 Students knov when the’ are learning and when their time is being wasted. The best
solution for keeping quality students in your program is to teach them how to play their
ns:ruments



TWENTY-FIVE COMMON PROBLEMS OF
- YOUNG TROMBONISTS

. Mouthpiece placement incorrect; too high or low, off center to lefi or right.

2. Poor posture; effects proper breathing, slide action, tuning.

3. Bad right hand position; thumb leaving slide bar.

4 Throwing or slinging slide from position to position without regard for correct
placement No disciplined slide technique.

5. Touching bell to find third or fourth position.

6 Puffed cheeks and or air pockets in embouchure.

7. Face or jaw moving when tonguing notes.

8. Trombone angle too high or low; not level or above, not under the music
stand.

9 Releasing notes with a ‘tonuestop

Raising snoulders v, ncr breathlnQ

ii. Inability to do efcient lip vibrations on mouthpiece.

Poor sLmng. nc real unders:andinc of trombone clurr



13. Bottom lip pouting forward or rolling over bottom teeth, bottom lip shouldstand up in front of bottom teeth

1 4. Lack of sufficient theory understanding and skills.

1 5 Inability to start a note instantly and clearly.

16 Poor intonation.

17. Tension in upper body, throat, face.

18 Weak usage of air stream.

1 9. Uneven tone quality on different harmonics.

20 Smiling corners back to obtain upper notes.

21. Accurate slide action and tuning skills unable to keep up with rhythmic ortempo demands of the music.

22. Inability to play tenuto (non-legato) back to back notes.

23 Infrequent slide maintenance

1. Students drop jaw or iis out ot rnoutnpiece tn oruer to taKe a Dreatfl.

25. Excessive body or instnjrnent movement.



[ PHYSICAL SKILLS CF[ECKLIST 11
A POSTURE AND BREATH CONTROL

1. Seated and standing posture

2. Aim angles

3. Lefi and right hand positions

4, Correct inhalation

5. Relaxation

B. EMBOUCHURE
1. Formation

2. Tone Quality

3. Lp slurs and flex.ibiiny

4. Control and accuracy

5. Lip vibrations with mouthpiece alone

6. Endurance

7. Reasonable dynamic range

C. ARTICULATION
I Basic start and tongue position

2. Tenuto tonguing

3. Detached style tonguing

4. Natural slurs

5. Legato tonguing.

D. SLIDE TECHNiQUE
I. QuicL slide placement, synchronized with rhythm

lntooatic’r.

5. ( flfl.. t(” fl’

S n C ci” i s€.



TEACifiNG BEGINNING CLARINET

General Information About All Woodwind Instrument Cases
• Most cases have distinguishing marks somewhere on the case.

Identify these marks, and their relationship to the top and bottom of
the case. Most cases have the handles placed on the bottom section
of each case. Check to make sure.

• Place all cases on the floor in front of the student, or on a large table in the
correct position. Flute cases are more easily opened from the top of a large
table.

• Be sure the student understands where each part of the instrument belongs in
the case. Give detailed information on removing the parts from the case. Make
sure the student waits for each instruction before performing the task. Be sure
the instrument is returned to the case in the reverse order it was removed.

• All instruments must be assembled in a specific order. Follow this procedure
explicitly every time.

• Never leave a closed case unlatched. Most latches open from the bottom up,
but this is not always the case. Sometimes buttons slide from side to side, etc.
Check each opening mechanism carefully before presenting the information to
your students.

• Cases should be protected at all times. Try to find a safe space in the classroom
setup for each student’s case.

Identifying Parts of the Clarinet and Removing It Safely From Its Case
• Once the case information is understood, place the case on a flat surface.

Never let the student place the case in his lap.
• Open the case from its correct position. Remember, most latches will lift up.
• As you begin to teach the clarinet, give only the upper and lower joint to the

students. Place the other parts in a plastic bag with the student’s name on it,
and place it in a locked cabinet in your office.

• The previous procedure is easy to “sell” to the student. Tell him as soon as he
proves he can take care of the parts he has, he can be given another part to his
instrument.

• To se.I. this concept to the parents, explain the m.oney factor. It is almost as
expensive to replace one broken item. as it is to buy an entire instrument.

• Identify the lower joint: this joint has a thumb rest on the bottom side an..d three
silver rings on the upper.

• Identify the upper joint: the register key is on the bottom, hut call it the “long,
skinny” key or the “exclamation point” key, They will remember this
description more easily in the beginning. It also has only two silver rings on
the top.
SEND SEGMENTS OF THIS INFORMATION HOME TO PARENTS.
CHOOSE THE INFORMATION YOU THINK WOULD BE HELPFUL
FOR HOME PRACTICE AND INSTRUMENT CARE.



• Look at the case in relation to the parts of the clarinet. Most cases are molded
to the shape of a particular part. Be specific when making this point to your
students. Take your time, and repeat the information many times. Notice that
all silver rings are toward the ceiling when placed correctly in the case.
Damage will occur if the parts are placed incorrectly in the case.

• Corks on a new beginner instrument are usually really fat. The parts will not
easily fit together. Only someone with experience should carefully sand the
corks to the proper size. Use a very fine sand paper (400). Be very careful.
Take off a very small amount and test many times until you have the correct fit
that can easily be controlled by a small child.

• After sanding, apply the correct amount of cork grease for the student the first
time. Even if the student understands how little is needed, you still must watch
them apply the cork grease several times before you trust them to do the job
alone. Never let the student have his own tube of cork grease in the beginning
of the learning process. After he has proven his competence, he may have the
tube. If the cork looks dull, or the joints are difficult to put together, a small
amount of cork grease may be needed. Teach them to ask you first before
applying. Once you know he has made the correct analysis, the student may
make his own decisions. Cork grease can mess up the inside of the case if the
tube is not completely closed, and can even damage the key mechanism if it
comes in contact with the wood or metal.

• The barrel of the clarinet will look like a barrel, and will have a large end and a
small end. The large end is placed on the upper joint, and the mouthpiece (to
be identified later) is placed into the small end.

• The bell looks like a bell and is placed on the lower joint.

• The mouthpiece has a thin end and a fat end. The top is curved, and the bottom
(table) is flat. The importance of these features will be explained later. The
mouthpiece will also have a very fat cork that will need the same attention as
the other corks on the body of the instrument.

• The ligature is usually metal for the beginning instrument. Depending on the
brand name, the screws will he placed on the upper, curved part-or on the flat
bottom part-of the mouthpiece. In either case, the screws for the ligature will
always appear on the right side of the mouthpiece as the student looks at the
mouthpiece from the fiat side. This will be demonstrated. Screws for ligatures
will never appear on the left side of the mouthpiece. The ligature has a large
end and a small end. The large end IS ef aced o er the mouthpiece first. and is
placed from the thin end down towards the fat end, This procedure ‘ ill be
demonstrated. The screws of the ligature should not he too tight. The bottom
one s snug, and the top one s tightened to its first point of resistance.

• The reed is basically the same shape as the mouthpiece. It has a thin end and a
fat end a fiat side and a curved side. When placing the reed on the
mouthpiece, place the ligature on first; lift the ligature slightly with the thumb
and forefinger of one hand; slide the reed between the fiat part (table) of the
mouthpiece and the lig.ature, Teach the stude.nt that the ree.d is place.d FT TO
F F Fl T J 0 Fl kT k’D flhl\ TO I HI\ m ea wme’- -ec



and will result in fewer broken reeds. The edges of the reed should be aligned
along the rails (sides) of the table of the mouthpiece, and a tiny bit of black (or
nail sliver) should be seen when looking directly toward the tip of the
mouthpiece in relation to the tip of the reed. All of this will be demonstrated,

• The reed/mouthpiece cap (protector) should be made of plastic for the
beginning instrument. If metal protectors are used, be aware that they will
most likely scratch the mouthpiece and perhaps damage the tip of the reed.
Using a plastic protector will result in fewer broken reeds.

• The table (flat part) of the mouthpiece may not necessarily be exactly flat. To
fix this, use the finest sandpaper (400). Place the sandpaper on a piece of glass.
Rub the table of the mouthpiece on the combined surface of sandpaper and
glass. Check often to see if the mouthpiece does not “rock” when placed
against the plate glass. This will be demonstrated.

• Periodically have mouthpiece checks. Check for chips on rails and on the tip.
Also check for chips on the inside of the tip. Give written work to your
students while you check each mouthpiece carefully. A chipped mouthpiece
can be devastating to a beginning clarinets student’s embouchure development.

• Have frequent reed checks. Do not allow your students to use chipped or dirty
reeds. Reserve the right to break a reed at any time in the most professional
manner possible. Make sure the parents understand the reason for this action.
This is why we suggest you start with Mitchell Lurie or Rico (cheap) reeds for
the first few weeks. After students learn to take care of their reeds, more
expensive reeds can be used successfully. Reeds will warp. A demonstration
will be given of how to moisten and “straighten” a reed that has warped. Using
a reed guard will help keep reeds from warping so badly.

• All students should have a reed guard, and all reeds should be placed in the
guard at all times. Four-slotted reed guards are recommended. Students should
either number or “letter” each slot. Each time a student plays their clarinet, a
different reed should be used in rotation.

• Consider using an old or unused DRY reed to be placed on the mouthpiece at
then end of each playing session, whether it is at school or at home. This will
allow the ligature to always remain in the shape that it is in when the student is
“playing” the clannet.

• Students should have a lint-free cloth in their cases. It can be used in various
ways such are wipmg moisture off keys. etc after use. No music. folders. or
unnecessar objects may be placed in the case at any ume. On]y the parts of
the clarinet should be allowed in the case.

• The use of the swab must be carefully explained, and a quality silk swab should
be included in the cost of the instrument. Ex en more importantly, the student
should be given CLASS TIME to clean out his instrument, and store his reed
and instrument properly in the case. Always leave the ligature on the
mouthpiece with a dry reed replacing the “class reed.” This will prevent
damage. and allow the ligature to form and bond more correctly with the
mouthpiece. DRY REEDS MUST RE USED FOR THIS PURPOSE. A
“USED/WET” REED WILL RESULT IN MOLD OR MILDEW
FORMING ON THE REED, IN THE MOUTHPIECE AND THE CASE,



Instrument Assembly
• BE VERY SPEcJFJC!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.’!!!
• The student’s hands must be touching the part of the clarinet he is assembling at

all times. Be sure one hand is holding while the other is sliding up and down the
body of the clarinet as the bell, barrel, and mouthpiece are added.

I Pick up the upper joint. Use the right hand. and lay it in your left hand.
The palm of the left hand is toward the ceiling. The long skinny key goes
away from the body and toward the floor. Cross the thumb and forefinger
of the left hand, and “lock” them over the silver ring.

2. Pick up the lower joint with the right hand between the pancake keys. The
palm of the right hand should he toward the floor and the thumb rest
should also point to the floor. Lock the thumb and forefinger of the right
hand around the joint.

3. Sit down in a chair.
4. Place the lower joint on your leg.
5. Place the middle finger of the left hand over the covered key between the

silver rings and press down. This will lift the bridge key.
6. The student cannot place two tenons or two receivers together. The tenon

on the upper joint fits into the receiver of the lower joint. Make sure that
the lower joint is straight up and down on the right leg. Place the tenon
into the receiver in a perpendicular position. Any angle could result in
damage to the tenon. Push and twist in opposite directions. Assist
students who are not strong enough to accomplish this task.

7. Check to see if the keys are in line and facing the student. Run the index
finger of the left hand down the silver rings to make sure they line up.
ALL OF THIS WILL BE DEMONSTRATED.

• After the student is comfortable with this assembly process:
1. Hold the connected upper and lower joint with the left hand and pick up

the bell.
2. Place the hell on the knee.
3. Slide the left hand down to the lower joint. Place the hell and lo\ er joint

together: twist and push.
4. Pick up the barrel with the left hand.

S’ C fl ‘1 L( i u fl ird

C. P:ck up the mouthpiece without the licature Cdt the left hand.
7, Slide the. richt hand up to the barrel: twist and nu:sh, Make s ore the taifie

of the mouthp.iece is in line. with the long skinny key.
8. A.ssum.i.ng that students pl.av on their mouthpiece and barrel first dui.Cdg.

class, #‘ s 6 and 7 may he omitted. The mouthpiece will already he on the
barrel when it is placed on the instrument.

9. Place the large end of the ligature over the mouthpiece carefully.
i 0. Make sure the screws are on the bghi as you look at them from the table of

trw meutnoreec’.
ii. Moisten anc smooth the ‘. rr.ed c-nd of the- eec-c as v.o wi Ii derrursirine.



12. Lift the ligature with the thumb and forefinger of a chosen hand, and
carefully slide the reed onto the table of the mouthpiece.

13. Line the sides of the reed up with the rails as we will demonstrate.
14. Look for the thin black line/sliver at the tip as we will demonstrate.
15. Tighten your lower screw snuggly, and the top screw to its first point of

resistance.
• Take the instrument apart in the exact opposite manner keeping your hands on the

pieces you are removing. Slide from piece to piece, and twist and pull apart. The
reed must be blotted and placed in the reed guard. The moisture on the inside of
the mouthpiece must be carefully removed. The ligature must be left on the
mouthpiece with a dry reed and a plastic protector. Place the parts in the case in
their proper compartments. Be sure the silver rings are facing upward. Close and
lock the case.

Instrument/Body Ratio
• Familiarize the student with the instrument/body ratio by using only the upper and

lower joints.
• The left hand should gently hold the upper joint in the same manner used to

assemble the instrument--without putting pressure on the long keys.

• The right hand should hold the lower joint in the same manner used to assemble
the instrument--without putting pressure on the long keys.

• Move the instrument up and down, side to side by using the elbows. All aspects
of the brass instrument information hold true here. The body playing position
also holds true from previous information. We are merely getting used to the
weight of the instrument; the position of the instrument; and the angle of the
instrument without using correct hand position. The student should not squeeze
the instrument as these exercises are practiced. Keep the palms of the hands soft.

• Familiarize the student in this manner for a few days before placing the fingers in
their correct position.

Hand Position
• RIGHT HAND POSITION

1. Place the right hand first. with the lower joint supported by the leg. The
right hand lifts the instrument, and the placement is less difficult or
complicated. The upper joint can he gently held by the left hand as you
hegn the aw k ard process of findinc the correct place for e cry finger.
This will he demonstrated.

2. Place the fleshy finger pads over the silver rings first, Without putting
pressure on the finger tips, feel the pads fail into the holes.

3. The hand will begin in a straight across angle, and will be in the “fiat-C”
position,

4. Place the thumb on the thumb rest between the rest and the leg. The
thumb nail touches the rest. Very little (preferably, no) flesh will touch the
thumb rest. The thumb joint niust always he to the right of the thumb rest.
rever behind it.



5. Turn the clarinet out in front of the student like a spyglass and make sure
there is open space between the body of the clarinet and the hand.

6. The little finger rests on the most comfortable of the four keys it will use
later in this process.

7. The middle finger will appear higher because it is longer than the other
fingers.

8. No part of any finger should touch any rod.
9. Practice moving the fingers up and down from the big knuckles. Do not

let the other two knuckles move. The finger pads should fall directly into
the holes. In the beginning the little finger can move up and down also.

10. Lean the clarinet back on the shoulder and look at the right hand fingers as
you do this. While doing this, the left hand must remain in its proper
“baby” position holding the upper joint.

11. Make sure to feel all parts of the ring with the finger pads.
12. Keep the right hand straight across the body of the clarinet for at least 6 to

8 weeks before moving into the more correct angled position. This change
will be demonstrated.

13. Do not include side keys in the initial hand position information. If asked,
tell them once the hands can move correctly using the rings and tone
holes, they will be allowed to learn to use the keys on the side.

LEFT HAND POSITION
1. While holding the lower joint gently (not using correct hand position but

the proper “baby” position) with the right hand as it rests on the leg, place
the middle knuckle of the index finger on the G# key at the top of the
upper joint, and place the first knuckle on the A key with the fleshy part of
the tip angled down toward the first silver ring. The teacher will have to
identify these “named keys” for the student.

2. Place the middle finger over the second silver ring.
3. Place the ring finger over the third hole with no silver ring. Place the

thumb over the ring on the back of the upper joint with the fleshy part of
the end being aware of the long, skinny key. The angle of the thumb
should be at “1:00/2:00”

4. The little finger will rest on the most comfortable of the four keys it will
use later in this process.

5. Keep the hand in an adjusted “FiatC” position and the wrist sli htiy up.
The wrist m.ust stay in li.ne with the rest of the 1.orearm Th.is will he
demonstrated.

6. Continue to rest the clarinet on the leg as you watch to see if th.e left hand
follows the line of the upper joint to form the angle of a “V” with the
upper Joint. Do not allow the knuckles of the index finger to lose contact
with the G# and A key. The reason will be demonstrated.

7. It the thumb is not being used to play specific sounds on the instrument it
MUST NOT touch the body of the instrument.

8. ALWAYS KEEP ONE HAND ON THE CLARINET AT ALL TIMES.
NEVER SIMPLY LAY IT IN THE LAP.



9. Beginners can have “fly-away” fingers in the beginning as long as they
fall back down to the correct rings. The exception is the left index finger.
If we try to get them to keep their fingers in the “finished” position too
soon, the hands can become too tense. Always feel the palm of the hands
to check for the softness of the fingers. There are more bones in this area
of the hand than any other part of the body. If the palm is soft, all other
parts of the hand will be as naturally soft as is possible. The little fingers
should have comfortable “home keys” they touch all of the time in the
beginning stages.

10. Beginning clarinet hand position is very awkward, thus taking longer to
achieve and more patience from the teacher and student is required. Do
not get in a hurry.

FINGER EXERCISES
1. All fingers in each hand move together. Call out the hand you wish to

move. The students move all of the fingers in that hand down to seat into
the rings and tone holes. The right hand thumb obviously does not ever
move when the teacher asks for “RIGHT”, but the left hand thumb will
move to its ring with the fingers of the left hand when the teacher asks for
“LEFT”.

2. Next, we move the fingers one at a time beginning with the left hand. The
thumb and first finger are already down in this exercise, and each
additional finger in both hands will be numbered two through six from top
of the upper joint to the bottom of the lower joint. The fingers will move
down or up depending on their starting position, as the number is called by
the teacher. We do not use the little fingers when we first begin this
exercise. Later, they will be numbered seven and eight.

3. Watch the fingers to see that they move smoothly, cover the holes, stay in
natural position and move up and down from the big knuckle only.

4. Next, we move the fingers in combinations: one, two... .one, two
three one, two, three, four one, two, three, four, five one, two,
three, four, five, six six, five, four, three, two, one five, four,
three, two, one.... four, three, two, one,..... three, two, one ........, two,
one.. Later in the development the thumb movement is added.

5. Using these exercises, the fingers move in all of the ways they move to
play the clarinet: all togethei.., one at a ti.me, and in combinations. This
exercise will. he demonstrated.

6. When learning to use the little fingers, we number the keys one thi’ough
four. The teacher calls out the number, and the student moves the little
finger in either hand in a circular motion to the numbered key. Call the
numbers in order: call the numbers backward: call the numbers diagonally:
call the numbers in any order you wish. Begin using the little fingers
separately, and then show the students the correlation of the keys on the
left and right side of the clarinet. This will he demonstrated,

Embouchure
• Students must be able to usc air correctly before heginnina to learn the



clarinet embouchure.
• Be sure you use the mouthpiece and barrel for better control.

• The teacher should place the mouthpiece in the beginning.

• The student needs to remember how it feels and sounds.

• Once the teacher has demonstrated how it feels and sounds. the
student can hold the mouthpiece and barrel in place and watch
his face in a mirror to make sure nothing moves or looks unnatural. Then, the
student remembers how it looks, feels and sounds.

• It is best to hold the mouthpiece with two fingers and a thumb at the very bottom
of the barrel. The fingers should have absolutely no contact with the mouthpiece
or ligature.

• The mouthpiece is held by the teeth, not the lips.
• The upper teeth rest on the mouthpiece material.
• The students must get used to having a lifting sensation against these teeth. Using

rubber gloves (separate for each student), show the student how much pressure
they will feel. Do not allow the student’s head to move at all.

• The lower teeth feel the reed through the lower lip that covers them.

• The lower lip covers the lower teeth like a fitted sheet covers a mattress.

• The hack teeth are naturally apart.
• The tongue is in the “Ii” position slightly up, but not pulled back.

• Using your index finger, gently push the lower lip toward, but not rolled
over the teeth. Lick the part that goes over. That is the correct amount.

• The bottom teeth are moved slightly forward. This creates a smooth area
in the chin called the valley.

• The corners are toward the mouthpiece.
• Ultimately, the corners will be toward the mouthpiece and down.

• There should be no wrinkles in the lower lip and you must see red flesh
on either side of the mouthpiece.

• The lower lip that is not under the reed stays in front of the teeth.

• Never tell students to pull their lips over their teeth. Pulling and stretching makes
lips thicker.

• The upper lip rests on top of the mouthpiece in front of the upper teeth.

• The upper lip should be soft and pliable, and follow the shape/contour of the
mouthpiece.

• There shoul.d be no lines or di.mples that do not appear in the natural face.

a The ar s directed at the clarinet, not into it,

• The tir c jnc.ued to an imarinar\ 001 In tne miOcHe of the iced where the flat
part meets the tip.

a The teacher can help the student I’eel how the up, the lifting and the valley feel,

• Enough mouthpiece must be past the ups into the chamber of the mouth to allow
the reed to freely vibrate.

• As the student focuses the air at the “dot”, an instant vibration should occur.

• There must be a resonant fifth line treble clef concert F# sounded.

a If the. sound is stuff*. the student may he hoidinc the mouthpiece with the lips.
• r e c



in his mouth or may be using too much unfocused air.

• Be sure the student can control the air well enough to find the correct balance of

air and resistance to create the sound you want on the mouthpiece and barrel.

• Remember that the mouth can be too open; the teeth can be out of position; the

lips can be too loose and puffy or can grip; the tongue can be too far back in the

mouth; the student can be lifting too little. All of these will result in a sound you

will not wish to create.
• Keep making subtle adjustments to the angle. amount of mouthpiece taken, etc.

Just a slight movement can really improve the resonance of the vibration.

• Keep the body and face calm and still while learning this embouchure.

• The embouchure is a constant work in progress. Special attention should be given

to the contact of the upper teeth with the mouthpiece material. The teacher can

attempt to move the mouthpiece out of position to make the student aware that

something is incorrect.
• It is easier to make something firmer than to get rid of unnecessary tightness.

• If the sound is not clear, instant and resonant on the mouthpiece, the sound on

the clarinet will not be resonant and beautiful.

• When the barrel is placed on the clarinet, the first attempt at sound production

should be made with the teacher holding the instrument for the student. This will

be demonstrated.
• Trade back and forth with the teacher holding: the student holding: etc.

Articulation
• Do not attempt to teach articulation until all students are producing characteristic

and consistent sounds on the mouthpiece and barrel.

• Teach articulation with the mouthpiece and barrel.

• The tongue is down 98% and up 2% of the time.

• Use the DOG drill; singing “dah”, etc. as in brass.

• One taste bud of the student’s tongue should touch the flat part of the reed

where the imaginary “dot” at the tip has been all along.

• Remember the student must always touch and interrupt a vibrating reed.

• The articulation does not stop the reed vibration.

• All that moves when the student articulates is the air and the tongue.

• Once the student can successfully use the tongue, use the brass exercises.

• The tongue must touch in the sam.e spot with the sam.e energy every time.

• Start the vibration, and articulate as fast, as the student 15 able.

• Start tne v:bration. and use the “ta—da” syllabic.

• Stair the ihratior:. and then artcuiatc tth the snauned fincer on comniand,

• When pulse and foot pat arc learned. articulate every time the foot touches the

floor.
• Then articulate when the foot touches the floor and as it comes up.

• Once the student is able to read music. call the articulation “rhythmic

articulation.”
• Every dar articulate as fast as the s’,udert: ear. use the “m-dav” s’llldbic.

articulate on command. articulate with foot pat and articulate rh vthms.



• When the tongue is moving correctv, begin to coordinate finger movement with
the articulation.

YOU WILL NOW BE SHOWN COMBINED EXERCISES THAT WILL HELP
IMPROVE THE STUT)ENT’S TONE QUALITY IN ALL OF THE REGISTERS,

INCREASE RANGE, CREATE EVEN ARTICULATION IN ALL REGISTERS.

AND TEACH YOUNG STUDENTS HOW TO CONTROL THE ENTIRE
INSTRUMENT DURING THE FIRST YEAR.



TEACHING BEGINNING ALTO SAXOPHONE

General Information About All Woodwind Instrument Cases
• Most cases have distinguishing marks somewhere on the case,

Identify these marks, and their relationship to the top and bottom of
the case. Most cases have the handles placed on the bottom section
of each case. Check to make sure.

• Place all saxophone cases on the floor in front of the student.
• Be sure the student understands where each part of the instrument belongs in

the case. Give detailed information on removing the parts from the case. Make
sure the student waits for each instruction before performing the task. Be sure
the instrument is returned to the case in the reverse order it was removed.

• All instruments must be assembled in a specific order. Follow this procedure
explicitly every time.

• Never leave a closed case unlatched. Most latches open from the bottom up,
but this is not always the case. Sometimes buttons slide from side to side, etc.
Check each opening mechanism carefully before presenting the information to
your students.

• Cases should be protected at all times. Try to find a safe space in the classroom
setup for each student’s case. If using an ensemble room for the class, the
cases may be opened in the hall. The empty case will remain closed and
latched in the hall during class.

Identifying Parts of the Saxophone and Removing It Safely From Its Case
• Once the case information is understood, place the case on the floor. Never let

the student place the case in his lap.
• Open the case from its correct position. Remember, most latches will lift up.
• As you begin to teach the saxophone, give only the body of the instrument to

the students. Place the other parts in a plastic bag with the student’s name on it,
and place it in a locked cabinet in your office.

• Tell the student as soon as he proves he can take care of the body of the
saxophone, he can be given other parts to his instrument.

• To sell this concept to the parents, explain the money factor. It is almost as
expensise to replace one broken item as it is to buy an entire instrument

• Identify the neck strap and demonstrate its use.
• Identify the neck, mouthpiece, ligature and reed.

SEND SEGMENTS OF THIS INFORMATION HOME TO PARENTS.
CHOOSE THE INFORMATION YOU THINK WOULD BE HELPFUL
FOR HOME PRACTICE AND INSTRUMENT CARE.

• Look at the case in relation to the parts of the saxophone. Most cases are
molded to the shape of the particular parts. Be specific when making this point
to your students. Take your time. and repeat the information many times.

• Corks on the neck of a neu beginner instrument are usually reallx fat, The
mouthpiece will not easilr fit on the neck Only someone with expenence



• Corks on the neck of a new beginner instrument are usually really fat. The
mouthpiece will not easily fit on the neck, Only someone with experience
should carefully sand the cork to the proper size. Use a very fine sand paper
(400). Be very careful. Take off a very small amount and test many times until
you have the correct fit that can easily be controlled by a small child.

• After sanding, apply the correct amount of cork grease for the student the first
time. Even if the student understands how little is needed, you still must watch
them apply the cork grease several times before you trust them to do the job
alone. Sever let the student have his own tube of cork grease in the beginning
of the learning process. After he has proven his competence. he may have the
tube. If the cork looks dull, and the mouthpiece is difficult to fit with the neck.
a small amount of cork grease max’ be needed. Teach them to ask you first
before applying. Once you know he has made the correct analysis. the student
may make his own decisions. Cork grease can mess up the inside of the case if
the tube is not completely closed, and can even damage the key mechanism if it
comes in contact with the metal.

• The body of the saxophone is one “unit” in its case and is easily placed into and
taken from the case.

• The mouthpiece has a thin end and a fat end. The top is curved, and the bottom
(table) is flat. The importance of these features will be explained later.

• The ligature is usually metal for the beginning instrument. The screws for the
ligature will always appear on the right side of the mouthpiece as the student
looks at the mouthpiece from the flat side. This will be demonstrated. Screws
for ligatures will never appear on the left side of the mouthpiece. The ligature
has a large end and a small end. The large end is placed over the mouthpiece
first, and is placed from the thin end down towards the fat end. This procedure
will be demonstrated. The screws of the ligature should not be too tight. The
bottom one is snug, and the top one is tightened to its first point of resistance.

• The reed is basically the same shape as the mouthpiece. It has a thin end and a
fat end a flat side and a curved side. When placing the reed on the
mouthpiece, place the ligature on first lift the ligature slightly with the thumb
and forefinger of one hand: slide the reed between the flat part (table) of the
mouthpiece and the hgature. Teach the student that the reed is placed FAT TO
FAT: FLAT TO FLAT; AND THIN TO THIN. This is easil remembered.
and will result in fe\er broken reeds. The edges of the reed should be aligned
alone me raii sides of the tah1 of the mouthpiece. and a t bet of hiak
nail sheer stiould he seen u her iooi.ing direeti tou ard the tip of the
moo ccc in rc]atet r tip o: the rccu ii of thts et I c demonstra d

a Tf c rcdJm uthpicc ap p erector s ou d be rude f p astic f r the
Degmning instrumen I meta protectors arc used, bc awaic t ia et cc c I
most likely scratch the mouthpiece and perhaps damage the tip of the reed
sing a plastic protector will result in fewer broken reeds.

• The table (flat parfl of the mouthpiece mae not necessarily he exacth flat. To
ftx th use the ftnest sandpaper 400,. Place the andpaperon a piece of glas.

uble ‘he :noumpue r’ the cnthned urtace c: andtuner and



glass. Check often to see if the mouthpiece does not “rock” when placed
against the plate glass. This will be demonstrated.

• Periodically have mouthpiece checks. Check for chips on rails and on the tip.

Also check for chips on the inside of the tip. Give written work to your
students while you check each mouthpiece carefully. A chipped mouthpiece
can be devastating to a beginning saxophone student’s embouchure
development.

• Have frequent reed checks, Do not allow your students to use chipped or dirty
reeds. Reserve the right to break a reed at any time in the most professional
manner possible. Make sure the parents understand the reason for this action.
This is why we suggest you start with less expensive reeds for the first few
weeks. After students learn to take care of their reeds, more expensive reeds
can be used successfully. Reeds will warp. A demonstration will be given of
how to moisten and “straighten” a reed that has warped. Using a reed guard
will help keep reeds from warping so badly.

• All students should have a reed guard. and all reeds should be placed in the
guard at all times. Four-slotted reed guards are recommended, and are
manufactured by Vandoren. The dehumidifier will need to be removed.
Students should either number or “letter” each slot. Each time a student plays
their saxophone, a different reed should be used in rotation.

• Consider using an old or unused DRY reed to be placed on the mouthpiece at
then end of each playing session, whether it is at school or at home. This will
allow the ligature to always remain in the shape that it is in when the student is
“playing” the saxophone.

• Students should have a lint-free cloth in their cases. It can be used in various
ways such are wiping moisture off keys, etc. after use. No music. folders, or
unnecessary objects may be placed in the case at any time. Only the parts of
the saxophone should be allowed in the case.

• The use of the swab must be carefully explained, and a quality silk swab should
be included in the cost of the instrument. Even more importantly, the student
should be given CLASS TIME to clean out his instrument, and store his reed
and instrument properly in the case. Always leave the ligature on the
mouthpiece with a dry reed replacing the “class reed.” This will prevent
damage. and allow the ligature to form and bond more correcth with the
mouthpiece. DRY REEDS MUST BE USED FOR THIS PURPOSE. A
“USED/WET” REED WILL RESULT IN MOLD OR MILDEW
FORMING ON THE REED, IN THE MOUTHPIECE AND THE CASE.

Instrument Assembly
* BE VERY spEcJFJcHfFuH,fFfFHHH!

• The student’s hands must he touching the part of the saxophone he i c asemhiing
at all times.

1. Have students take out the neck strap and put it on.
2. Hate students take out the neck and put it in a safe place.
3 Take the hod’ out and clip it onto the neck strap Neser trust that the neck

strap will secure the saxophone, because the hooks can easij snap Grab



the bell with the right hand and support the back of the saxophone with the
left hand. DO NOT LET THE SAXOPHONE HANG FROM THE NECK
STRAP.

4. Remove the plug from the saxophone. All students must have a plug
The plug protects the octave key mechanism, which is very expensive to
replace.

5. Pickup the neck.
6. Hold the octave key open on the neck with the palm of the hand.
7. Twist and push the neck onto the body of the saxophone.
8. Turn the screw that supports the neck to the first point of resistance.
9. Place the mouthpiece without the ligature on the neck using slight,

twisting motions. Leave 1/4 to 1/3 of the cork showing on the neck for
beginners.

10. Place the large end of the ligature over the mouthpiece carefully.
11. Make sure the screws are on the right as you look at them from the table of

the mouthpiece.
12. Moisten the entire reed (top and bottom) and smooth the warped end of

the reed as we will demonstrate. Moistening the bottom of a reed helps
create a seal, which will result in better response.

13. Lift the ligature with the thumb and forefinger of a chosen hand, and
carefully slide the reed onto the table of the mouthpiece.

14. Line the sides of the reed up with the rails as we will demonstrate.
15. Look for the thin black line/sliver at the tip as we will demonstrate.
16. Tighten the screws to the first point of resistance.

Instrument Disassembly
1. Unscrew the neck and put in a safe place. Be sure the octave key is

depressed with the palm of the hand as the neck is removed.
2. Unhook the body of the saxophone from the neck strap. Swab the body

of the instrument.
3. Replace the plug in the body.
4. Replace the body in the case.
5. Pick up the neck and mouthpiece. Unscrew the ligature and remove the

reed. Blot the reed and put in the reed case.
6. Remove the mouthpiece from the neck.

Sssah the neck once the mouthpece has been rernoved
• Replace the neck in the case.

Q. The !ieature must he left on the mouth ieee with a dr reed and a niasrac
protector.

10. Replace the mouthniece in the case.

Instrument/Body Ratio
• Familiarize the student with the instrurnentihod ratio by using the fully

assembled saxophone hut without the reed. Be sure the saxophone is adjusted
to the student by adjusting instrument p.iacement and neck strap length.

• There are three halanc c. points when holding the saxophone:



1. both thumbs
2. side of the leg
3. neck strap

• Make sure that the body is in its natural playing posture when finding these
balance positions. The student should feel comfortable at all times. The right
arm should follov the line of the upper both. It should neer he placed back
behind the chest cavity. When these balance points are focused on at one
time. the posture will look verx natural. This will be demonstrated.

• Correct playing position will be realized when all of the aforementioned
details from previous seminars are understood. The weight of the saxophone
is difficult to balance without the fulcrum created b\ the combination of the
three balance points.

Hand Position
• RIGHT HAND POSITION

1. Always place the right hand first.
2. The big knuckle of the thumb should be placed under the thumb rest.
3. Fingers should be placed on the pearls. The fleshy part will touch the

pearls.
4. The little finger should rest on the roller keys. “Home position” will be

the E-flat key. which is the higher of the two keys.
5. Fingers should be curved and round—not flat.
6. The vvrist must stay in line with the rest of the forearm.
7. Practice moving the fingers up and down from the big knuckles. Do not

let the other two knuckles move. The finger pads should stay on the pearls
at all times. In the beginning the little finger can move up and down also.

8. Do not include side keys in the initial hand position information. If asked,
tell them once the hands can move correctly using the rings and tone
holes. they will he allowed to learn to use the keys on the side.

• LEFT HAND POSITION
1. The left thumb rests on the back thumb rest and never lca\es.
2. Place the index finger on the first pearl.
3. Ship the small pearl.
4 Place the middle and ring finger on the next two pearls The finger pads

should stay on the pearls at all umes
5 The Ltde finger should rest at the “home key” on the Ghap hex,
6 Firgrr ‘,hnuid he cuved and round—not eser flat
7 Kear tue hand n an adiutad “Hat-C” position and thu v n’u uht up

Th ris: mu: snr hue s ,tu the ret ot the C’rearrn Thc 0’

demonstrated
S Alu ax’, reel the palm oi the hands to urieck iou the SOitflCSS O tOe llngers.

There arc more honec xc this are, of the hand than anx other pail o tOe
Luipair’s’or alt tru 9u.o’nehaneuil nea natualt



• FINGER EXERCISES
1 All fingers in each hand move together. Call out the hand you wish to

move. The students move all of the fingers in that hand down never
leaving the pearls. The right hand thumb obviously does not ever move
when the teacher asks for “RIGHT”. but the left hand thumb can move
with the fingers of the left hand when the teacher asks for “LEFT”.

2. Next, we move the fingers one at a time beginning with the left hand. The
thumb and first finger are already down in this exercise, and each
additional finger in both hands will be numbered two through six from top
of the body to the bottom of the body. The fingers will move down or up
depending on their starting position, as the number is called by the teacher.
We do not use the little fingers when we first begin this exercise.

3. Watch the fingers to see that they move smoothly in constant contact with
the pearls, in natural position and move up and down from the big knuckle
only.

4. Next. we move the fingers in combinations: one, two.. ..one, two
three one, two, three. four one, two, three, four, five one, two,

three, four, five, six six, five, four, three, two, one five, four,
three, two, one four, three, two, one three, two, one two,
one Later the development of moving the first and second finger
separately is added.

5. Using these exercises, the fingers move in all of the ways they move to
play the saxophone: all together, one at a time, and in combinations. This
exercise will be demonstrated.

6. Refer to your supplemental page regarding exercises to perfect the usage
of the roller keys and palm keys. These exercises must not be introduced
too early in the development of a student’s hand position.

Embouchure
• Students must he able to use air correctly before beginning to learn the

saxophone embouchure.
• Be sure you use the neck and mouthpiece for better control.
• The teacher should place thc. neck and mouthpiece in the beginning. Place the

bottom .lip first, then the upper teeth and top lip.
* The student needs to remember how it feels and sounds.
• Once the teacher has derronstrated how it feels and sounds, the

student can hold the neck and mouthpiece in place and watch
his face in a mirror to make sure nothing moves or looks unnatural. Then. the
student remembers how it looks, feels and sounds.

• It is best to hold the neck and mouthpiece \\lth two fingers and a thumb ifl a
balanced manner. The fneers should ha\e absolutely no contact with the
rfloutht’ICCC or ilcature.

• C ‘ e Ce t p



• The upper teeth rest on the mouthpiece material.
• The lower teeth feel the reed through the lower lip that covers them.
• The lower lip covers the lower teeth like a fitted sheet covers a mattress.
• The back teeth are naturally apart.
• The tongue is in the “ah” or “ew” position and not pulled back. For tenor

saxophone, the tongue is in the “ah” position, and “oh” for the baritone
saxophone.

• Using your index finger. gently push the lower lip toward, but not rolled
over the teeth. Lick the part that goes over. That is the correct amount.

• The saxophone embouchure is created with a natural overbite position with a
slight valley in the chin. The corners are toward the mouthpiece.

• Ultimately, the corners will be toward the mouthpiece and down.
• There should be no wrinkles in the lower lip and you must see red flesh

on either side of the mouthpiece.
• The lower lip that is not under the reed stays in front of the teeth.
• Never tell students to pull their lips over their teeth. Pulling and stretching makes

lips thicker.
• The upper lip rests on top of the mouthpiece in front of the upper teeth.
• The upper lip should be soft and pliable, and follow the shape/contour of the

mouthpiece. Both the top and bottom lip should feel
• There should be no lines or dimples that do not appear in the natural face.
• The air is directed into the center of the mouthpiece and reed.
• Enough mouthpiece must be past the lips into the chamber of the mouth to allow

the reed to freely vibrate. Usually less than half the mouthpiece is sufficient.
• There must be a resonant second space treble clef concert A-flat sounded.
• If the sound is stuffy, the student may be holding the mouthpiece with the lips.
• If the sound is strident and brittle, the student may have too much mouthpiece

in his mouth or may be using too much unfocused air.
• Be sure the student can control the air well enough to find the correct balance of

air and resistance to create the sound you want on the neck and mouthpiece.
• Remember that the mouth can be too open; the teeth can be out of position; the

lips can be too loose and puffy or can grip; the tongue can be too far back in the
mouth; the student can he lifting too little. All of these will result in a sound you
will not wish to create.

• Keep making subtle adjustments to the angle, amount of mouthpiece taken, etc.
Just a slight m.ovement can really improve the resonance of the vibration.

• Keep the body and fac.e calm and still while i.eami.ng this embouchure.
• The embouchure is a constant work in progress. Special attention should he given

to the contact of the upper teeth with the mouthpiece material, The teacher can
attempt to move the mouthpiece out of position to make the student aware that
something is incorrect.

• It is caster to make something firmer than to get rid of unnecessary tightness.
• If the sound is not clear. instant and resonant on the neck and mouthpiece. the

sound on the sarophone wtll not be resonant. and beautifu.



• When the neck and mouthpiece is placed on the body of the saxophone, the first
attempt at sound production should be made with the teacher’s assistance.

• If a student plays above pitch, they may be biting down on their mouthpiece or the
mouthpiece may be too far in the mouth. If a student is below pitch, their air may
be too slow, their embouchure may be too loose, or their mouthpiece may be out
too far.

Qualities of a Uncharacteristic Sounds and Their Causes
• Grainy sound: tension in the mouth—or “waterlogged” reed
• Buzzy sound: reed is too hard—or too much tension from the bottom lip
• Thin sound: reed is too thin/soft—or not enough mouthpiece—or insufficient

amount of air
• Unfocused sound: too much mouthpiece—or uncontrolled air—or too soft of a

reed
• No sound: lower teeth not in contact with the bottom lip—or reed too hard
• Flat sound: corners not firm—or cheeks uncontrolled (puffing)

Articulation
• Do not attempt to teach articulation until all students are producing characteristic

and consistent sounds on the neck and mouthpiece.
• Teach articulation with the neck and mouthpiece.
• The tongue is down 98% and up 2% of the time.
• Use the DOG drill; singing “dab”, etc. as in brass.
• One taste bud of the student’s tongue should touch the vibrating reed with the

same strength in the same spot every time. The spot should be where the flat part
of the reed meets the tip.

• Remember the student must always touch and interrupt a vibrating reed.
• The articulation does not stop the reed vibration.
• All that moves when the student articulates is the air and the tongue.
• Once the student can successfully use the tongue, use the brass exercises.
• The tongue must touch in the same spot with the same energy every time.
• Start the vibration, and articulate as fast as the student is able.
• Start the vibration, and use the “taday” syllable.
• Start the vibration, and then articulate with the snapped finger on command.
• When pulse and foot pat are learned, articulate every time the foot touches the

floor,
• Then articulate when th.e foot touches the floor and as it comes up.
• Once the student is able to read music, call the articui.ation “rhythmic

articulation,”
• Every day articulate as fast as the student can, use the “taday” syllable,

articulate on command, articulate with foot pat and articulate rhythms.
• When the tongue is moving correctly, begin to coordinate finger movement with

the articulation.

Vibrato
• Do not introduce vibrato until students are producing consistent, reson.snt sounds,



• Vibrato should always be introduced on the neck and mouthpiece.
• Vibrato is usually introduced during the second semester. Teaching vibrato in

general should NOT be an option during the beginning year.
• The seven points of vibrato:

1. Vibrato is solely a jaw movement. As students advance, it becomes a
mouth movement.

2. No pinching or biting of the reed can be done.
3. The jaw moves down and then back up to its natural position.
4. The syllable used for vibrato is “vah”.
5. Vibrato will sound big/obnoxious at first.
6. After introducing vibrato, do movements with triplet subdivisions on the

metronome.
7. Do not let the pulse get too fast, too slow or the sound too wide.

YOU WILL NOW BE SHOWN COMBINED EXERCISES THAT WILL HELP
IMPROVE THE STUDENT’S TONE QUALITY IN ALL OF THE REGISTERS,
INCREASE RANGE, CREATE EVEN ARTICULATION IN ALL REGISTERS,
AND TEACH YOUNG STUDENTS HOW TO CONTROL THE ENTIRE
INSTRUMENT DURING THE FIRST YEAR.



Types of Saxophones

Sopranino Saxophone in F
Flat

Soprano Saxophone in B-Flat Alto Saxophone in F-Flat

Lnor Saxophone in B-Flat Baritone (Ban) Saxophone in Bass Saxophone in BF1ai



Neck and Mouthpiece
It is important when teaching embouchure to have students begin with the neck and mouthpiece.

Pitches the saxophone neck and mouthpiece will produce:

Soprano Saxophone Alto Saxophone Tenor Saxophone Ban Saxophone
(1

, L)

Note: When teaching other concepts such as articulation and vibrato, have students begin on the neck and mouthpiece.



SAXOPHONE REEDS

Brands of Reeds
• Vandoren reeds are strongly recommended, and must be in the traditional blue box which

contains ten reeds per box. Another choice students have is the VI 6’s. Do not use Java,
ZZ, or any other type of Vandoren reed.

• La Voz is a cheaper option of a reed, but is not recommended for long term use. They are
fine, however, to use with beginners.

Brands to Avoid
• Rico
• Any flavored reeds
• Any plastic reeds

In handouts given out at the beginning of the year, inform parents about purchasing reeds. Try to
arrange it so students only buy reeds from the band instructor. Mention a “blank percent”
discount to encourage this. Make arrangements with your road man to facilitate this process.

Reed Strength
• Vandoren: Beginners should begin on 2 V2. it is perfectly acceptable for a first/second

year student to remain on 2 ¼ for a long period of time. Students may progress to 3’s as
time goes by. Every student will change reed strength at different times. Most advanced
students should remain on 3’s for classical saxophone playing.

• La Voz: medium or soft strength
• MS/JR tenor and ban saxophone players should begin on Vandoren 2 ¼ ‘s.
• RS tenor sax players may progress to 3’s.. .mavhe 3 ¼’s.
• HS ban sax players may progress to 3’s.

Finding a Good Reed
• Just because a reed is new. it does not mean that it will sound cood.
• You cari tefl a good reed from a had reed b siht.

o Good reeds are yellow or crème colored on the heart.
Bad reeds have visible veins.

o Bad reeds are transparent.

You reserve the right to tell a student that a reed can no longer be played. Use sensitivio when
telling a student a reed is had.

To m.oni.tor quality of reeds being used, he sure to hear students play F VF.RY DAY!



Saxophone
All exercises are performed on one airstream

Make sure al! sounds lime the same resonance.
Move from center of note to center of note.

Be sure all fingers move easily and naturally and that the pads of the fingers stai on the pearls.

Seti
m

____________

if

*Teach Both Fingerings*

I8



Saxophone
Set2

Keep palms ofhand soft and pliable. Roll right pinky over rollers, Specialfingering position is needed.

11
. —---,,

:
—.-

,,. ,,

Set3
Keep palms of hand soft and pliable. Specialfingering position is needed

Set4
Lef’i hand remains sofi and pliable. Lefi pinkv rolls over the lefi handroilers. vecia1 fIngering position is needed.

w
p-.. .-

Once these exercises have been perfected to the teachers
standards, add the articulation exercises taught for all instruments

to the last note of each section.

w
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Saxophone General Tuning Tendencies

D and F are the sharpest
Slightly Flat Slightly Sharp notes on the instrumentSharp

Students must Students must
think up. think down.



FINGERINGS FOR PITCH ALTERATION

Depress key indicated in addition to regular position unless otherwise noted.

irii

,) 4-)

C) p
-

. sCRaise G G or sBt sB
or long:** or high High E6

Lower 6 4, 5, or 6 3 4, 5, or 6 4, 5, and 6 B B

**See regular fingering chart for this fingering.

.

Z

Raise G or sB sB sC sC sO None None

N eN r

-
-- --

66

*There are no pitch alteration fingerings below low D.



TEACHING BEGINNING TRUMPET

Instrument/Both Ratio
Assuming that the student is either standing or sitting with correct posture.
instruct them to pick up the body of the trumpet with both hands and simply lift it
by using their elbows. Move the instrument up and down, side to side, higher
than usual and lower than usual. As students are doing this, have them notice
how it affects the balance of the body. Eventually, the body shou]d feel as
balanced with or without the instrument in hand.

Hand Position
• The most natural shape of everyone’s hands forms a flat “C”.
• All hands will fall in from the wrist. The body of the hand must never fall behind

the wrist.
• There should be no bends or wrinkies in either arm when holding the trumpet.
• The inside of the arm must never touch the outside of the chest cavity when

holding the trumpet correctly. No body part touches another body part!
• Elbows must hang naturally so the natural slope of the shoulders will not be

hampered.
• Place both the left and the right hand in their correct position. Remember the left

hand does not “grip” the instrument. No tension should be felt in this hand when
holding the instrument.

• The right thumb is placed in its natural position, which is between the first and
second valve casing. The thumb must never bend in any direction! The index,
middle and ring fingers are curved and the fleshy part of the fingertips are placed
on the pearls of the valve caps and should never lose contact with the caps. The
pinky finger is slightly curved and placed on TOP of the “ring.” This finger
should never he placed INSIDE the “ring”, as this will cause students to “pull” the
instrument into their embouchure and cause major problems.

• Though not a part of the hand, the elbows must never feel as though they are
pulling the instrument toward the student’s face. Instruct students to keep their
elbows soft while playing the trumpet.

• T n nm a r t njnd 01 1 ic an he ie’ h ci

never touci- the instrument. The teacher stiou]d be able to deane see a ‘circular’
orenine bei ecu the right hand and the instrument.

Face/Embouchure
• Each student should use their own “safe/unbreakable’’ mirror—both in the

classroom and at home.
e Lstne tue mjnor. have each studert notice boo natural thcr face looks. Thee

will have to later rs.memher and memo rice. how it looks and feels.
The head must be balanced on the shoulde.rs in a comfortable positi in—not too

forward and n cc too far backward,



a The eyes should be soft and natural, and the “sight line” should be exactly level.
The distance between eyebrows should not change as air goes and out of the
body.

• Look for natural creases in the face. and allow any that are naturally present to
exist while playing. No other creases are allowed.

• The corners should move in toward the canine/eye teeth. The corners should
never look or feel pulled back.

• The corners can move down from the natural position as the student progresses
but they can never move up.

• The texture of both the upper and lower lip should be very soft and relaxed.
a There should be natural space between the inside of the lips and the gums and

teeth. This space should not change or feel different when the lips vibrate inside
the cup of the mouthpiece. Please remember the demonstration given in today’s
presentation.

• The back teeth are slightly apart and should feel the same as when the student is
reading, watching television, etc. The teeth should not be pressed into each other
when doing these other activities.

• Brass instrument embouchures are formed with a natural overbite. A student with
an underbite should be steered away from brass instrument.

• The thickness of a student’s lips should correspond to the size of the cup of the
mouthpiece for the chosen instrument. Students with a very full top or bottom lip
should be steered towards low brass instruments rather than trumpet.

• The bottom of the front of the tongue should lie in the soft tissue area which is
located in the front of the mouth just behind the ridge of the bottom gum.

• Remember that when playing the trumpet, cheeks wifl only “puff out” if the
air is not freely going into the instrument,

• Assuming that the above has been achieved, the embouchure will be formed with
special attention to the following:

1. mouthpiece must be placed in the middle of the mouth—-up and down
as well as side to side

2, corners are in their natural position and should be set against the
canine/eye teeth

.3 lips must be allowed to freely vibrate in response to the airstream
r’th r tfar ii adt. tc ht r ft nt f h airstrean’

4 ip rr am a sc’ t ia a at rrr I r ( pa n [ ii

lb i a_ r tI I r i t te I I

ct int I al . ar hr a a’ ut1p t g el’ tk a

not the bps
6 there must nevei he more energy placed against the upper lip than the

loer lip: hence the instrument iI1 angle clightly dnnards

Fkxibilih ajge Extension
Ir plain rup



• Once the student can reproduce at will a given pitch, the teacher must decide

whether flexibility up or down is needed first.

• Flexibility is controlled by air direction and the isometncs created by the corners

and canine/eye teeth. The head must always stay in its natural, balanced position

at all times. The angle of the instrument must not change at any time.

• Students must learn to angle the air in the cup of the mouthpiece without changing

the position of the lips and/or the relationship of the upper and lower teeth.

• Flexibility is also enhanced by vowel sounds used in various registers. These

sounds can be “ah” for the middle register ee” for the upper register.. . .and

“oh” for the lower register. Have students practice saying these vowel sounds

with vocalization on appropriate lower, middle and higher sounds.

• Bring to the students’ attention that the shape of the tongue changes dramatically

from vowel sound to vowel sound. All students should be aware that vowel

sounds are the middles of words that they speak every day. Practice saying words

that use the required vowel sounds. (i.e. bow, ball, beep)

• Range is developed through flexibility. It is more important to create a resonant

sound while practicing flexibility than to create widerintervals. The student can

enhance their range by making more resonant sounds in the middle register before

trying to extend higher or lower.

• Make sure students understand the texture of the lips had nothing to do with

range. For example, students should never be told to “tighten” their lips in order

to play in the higher register.

• All basic fundamentals discussed by Mr. Dixon earlier today hold true for the

trumpet.

Articulation
• The tongue moves in the same manner when artIculating a brass instrument as it

does when you speak. The tongue moves up and down—not back and forth—

both when speaking and when articulation on an instrument. The students should

think that the tongue “articulates” the sound created by the airstrearn. If the

student is taught to create the sound correctly, articulation will be an easy

transition
a sound occurs when the ar moves past the naturally vibrating lips

articulate the sound that is already present

teach students to articulate at the moment the sound begins

• Without the inst.rument or .mouthpiece, use the G.llowing procedure:

1 say the word “DOG”
2. sine the syllabic “DAH”
2. once these are mastered. have the student use the mouthpiece and

instrument and reproduce the “DAH” syllable in their brain to create

an acne ulared Sound
4. the tongue should feel the same when saying . singing and playing the

mouthpiece and instrument

5, the tongue should touch the enamel of the upper teeth directly below

the euns line—-in the same. s pot with the. same s.trength overy time.



6. use the syllable “DAN” because it creates smoother and more easily
controlled air as opposed to the “TAN” syllable

7. after each “articulation”, the tongue must immediately fall down into
its natural position

8. the tongue will be naturally soft at all times, but can touch the teeth
with different strengths

9. the tongue will be in its “down position” 98% of the time when
articulating correctly

• Have the student start their sound with the air.
• Using the information about the basics of articulation, have the student articulate

as fast as they can with no limitations of numbers, wonies about evenness of
articulation, etc. Simply get them used to articulating!

• Have the student then use the “ta-day” syllable to practice using the tongue in an
organized manner.

• Have the student then articulate “on command.” The student will start their
sound, and articulate when you snap your fingers to practice gaining more control
of the tongue.

• Once the student understands pulse and the foot pat, have the student articulate
exactly when the toe of the foot touches the floor.

• Have the student articulate with the down and up position of the foot.
• Proceed to written rhythms as they begin to read music.

Always practice this entire routine. The student must always go through the
entire process, so he will not lose the ability to move his tongue at various speeds
and in astructured manners.

Class Warm-up Sheets and Sunnlemental Sheets
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TEACHING BEGINNING FRENCH HORN

Instrument/Body Ratio
• Assuming that the student is either standing or sitting with correct posture,

instruct them to pick up the body of the French horn with both hands and simply
lift it by using their elbows. Move the instrument up and down. side to side,
higher than usual and lower than usual. As students are doing this, have them
notice how it affects the balance of the body. Eventually, the body should feel as
balanced with or without the instrument in hand.

1-land Position
• The most natural shape of everyone’s hands forms a flat “C”.
• All hands will fall in from the wrist. The body of the hand must never fall behind

the wrist.
• There should be no bends or wrinkies in either arm when holding the French horn.
• The inside of the arm must never touch the outside of the chest cavity when

holding the French horn correctly. No body part touches another body part!
• Elbows must hang naturally so the natural slope of the shoulders will not be

hampered.
• Place both the left and the right hand in their correct “beginner” position. The left

hand is placed on the valves and will lie in the flat “C” position. No tension
should be felt in this hand, as the fingers move “with” the valves.

• The right hand will be cupped on the outer ridge of the bottom of the bell. Both
hands hold and balance the French horn in the beginning. The horn does riot rest
on the leg. The right hand is not placed inside the bell until the teacher
determines that the student can balance the horn in this manner. An added bonus
to holding the French horn by the bottom of the bell will result in the student
being able to hear—and expect to hear—a more resonant sound when the hand is
finally in its correctlmore advanced position inside the bell.

• Though not a part of the hand, the elbows must never feel as though they are
pulling the instrument toward the student’s face. Instruct students to keep their
elbows soft while playing the French horn.

• The palms of both hands should feel soft.
• The teacher must watch young students closely to monitor that their shoulders

stay balanced and fee] naturr liv soft at all times.
• it is suggested that beginning French horn students use single F horns when

possible. They are lighter and easier for students to control in the beginning
stages of playing.

Face/Embouchure
• tacn swne shouT usc- hei: own - safe:ur rcahahIe’ no ron—both in the

cassroonr ar-id at home.



• Using the mirror, have each student notice how natural their face looks. They
will have to later remember and memorize how it looks and feels.

• The head must be balanced on the shoulders in a comfortable position—not too
far forward and not too far backward.

• The eyes should be soft and natural, and the “sight line” should be exactly level.
The distance between eyebrows should not change as air goes and out of the
both’.

• Look for natural creases in the face, and allow any that are naturally present to
exist while playing. No other creases are allowed.

• The corners should move in toward the canine/eye teeth. The corners should
never look or feel pulled back.

• The corners can move down from the natural position as the student progresses
but they can never move up.

• The texture of both the upper and lower lip should be very soft and relaxed.
• There should be natural space between the inside of the lips and the gums and

teeth. This space should not change or feel different when the lips vibrate inside
the cup of the mouthpiece. Please remember the demonstration given in today’s
presentation.

• The back teeth are slightly apart and should feel the same as when the student is
reading, watching television, etc. The teeth should not be pressed into each other
when doing these other activities.

• Brass instrument embouchures are formed with a natural overbite. A student with
an underbite should be steered away from brass instrument.

• The thickness of a student’s lips should correspond to the size of the cup of the
mouthpiece for the chosen instrument. Students with a very full top or bottom lip
should he steered towards low brass instruments rather than French horn.

• The bottom of the front of the tongue should lie in the soft tissue area which is
located in the front of the mouth just behind the ridge of the bottom gum.

• Remember that when playing the French horn, cheeks will only “puff out” if
the air is not freely going into the instrument.

• Assuming that the above has been achieved, the embouchure will he formed with
special attention to the following:

U mouthpiece must he placed in the middle of the mouth—up and down
as well as side to side

2. corners are n their natural pos]ton and should he set aaanst the
‘anineeve teem

3. iip must be allowed to freeix ibrate in response to the airstrearn
rather than made to “buzz” in front of the airstrearr.

4. lips must feel natural so that air can freely move past them—than must
not he pul]ed hack against the teeth or blown away from the teeth and

5. the students should remember that the mouthpiece ‘cathers” the air—
not the ups

6. there must never he more enercy placed a a.inst the upper lip than the
lower lip; hence when plavine the French horn, the student will



slightly turn their head to the left so the leadpipe appears to angle
slightly downwards from the embouchure

7. students must be taught to play “down into the French horn” with the
bell to the side of the body as it was meant to be played—instead of at
the mouthpiece with the bell of the horn into the stomach

Flexibility and Ran2e Extension
• Brass playing is based upon flex ibilitv.
• Students eventually need to be flexible through each of the harmonic series in

order to move up and down within the range of the instrument.

• Once the student can reproduce at will a given pitch, the teacher must decide
whether flexibility up or down is needed first.

• Flexibility is controlled by air direction and the isometrics created by the corners
and canine/eye teeth. The head must always stay in its natural, balanced position
at all times. The angle of the instrument must not change at any time.

• Students must learn to angle the air in the cup of the mouthpiece without changing
the position of the lips and/or the relationship of the upper and lower teeth.

• Flexibility is also enhanced by vowel sounds used in various registers. These
sounds can be “ah” for the middle register ee” for the upper register nd
“oh” for the lower register. Have students practice saying these vowel sounds
with vocalization on appropriate lower, middle and higher sounds.

• Bring to the students’ attention that the shape of the tongue changes dramatically
from vowel sound to vowel sound. All students should be aware that vowel
sounds are the middles of words that they speak every day. Practice saying words
that use the required vowel sounds. (i.e. bow, ball, beep)

• Range is developed through flexibility. It is more important to create a resonant
sound while practicing flexibility than to create wider intervals. The student can
enhance their range by making more resonant sounds in the middle register before
trying to extend higher or lower.

• Make sure students understand the texture of the lips had nothing to do with
range. For example, students should never be told to “tighten” their lips in order
to play in the higher register.

• All basic fundamentals discussed by Mr. Dixon earlier today hold true for the
French horn, Remember the harmonics on the French horn are much closer than
on the trumpet. Flexibility is actually easier to achieve on the French horn, hut
accuracy is more difficult. Do not he too demanding in t.he very hccinning in
regards to accuracy.

Articulation
• The tongue mo\es in the same manner when articuiatnc a brass instrument as it

does when you speak. The tongue moves up and down—not hack and forth—
both when speaking and when articuiaton on an instrument. The students should
tf ink that the tongue “articulates” the sound created hv the airstrearn. If the

is taucht to arcaic We sound correctly. articulacion will he an

a. sound occurs when the air mo’’ es a.st the natural iv vibratinr lips



b. articulate the sound that is already present

c. teach students to articulate at the moment the sound begins

• Without the instrument or mouthpiece, use the following procedure:

1. say the word “DOG”
2. sing the syllable “DAR”
3. once these are mastered, have the student use the mouthpiece and

instrument and reproduce the “DAH” syllable in their brain to create

an articulated sound
4. the tongue should feel the same when saying, singing and playing the

mouthpiece and instrument
5. the tongue should touch the enamel of the upper teeth directly below

the gum line—in the same spot with the same strength every time

6. use the syllable “DAH” because it creates smoother and more easily

controlled air as opposed to the “TAH” syllable

7. after each “articulation”, the tongue must immediately fall down into

its natural position
8. the tongue will be naturally soft at all times, but can touch the teeth

with different strengths
9. the tongue will be in its “down position” 98% of the time when

articulating correctly
10. the French horn requires a warmer and “darker” airstream than the

trumpet
• Have the student start their sound with the air.

• Using the information about the basics of articulation, have the student articulate

as fast as they can with no limitations of numbers, worries about evenness of

articulation, etc. Simply get them used to articulating!

• Have the student then use the “ta-day” syllable to practice using the tongue in an

organized manner.
• Have the student then articulate “on command.” The student will start their

sound, and articulate when you snap your fingers to practice gaining more conti-ol

of the tongue.
• Once the student understands pulse and the foot pat. have the student articulate

exactly when the toe of the foot touches the floor.

• Have theY student articulate with the down and up position of the foot,

• Proceeci to written rnvthrns as the\ hecin to read music.

Always practice this entire routine. The student must always go through the

entire process. so he will not lose the abiliti to move his tongue at various speeds

and in astructured manners.

Class Warm-un Sheets and Supplemental Sheets



Instrument Selection

Conn 8D
• Nickel silver large bore horn-typically darker sound with less defined groves for

the notes. Requires more air control and more strength to play.
• Heavy.
• Not good for small beginners or kids with bad pitch distinction
• Durable, will stand up to any 7th grade boy.

Conn 6D
• Brass, more compact and lighter than the 8D,
• Durable.
• PLAYS BELOW PITCH CENTER.
• Good for beginners.

Holton Farkas (179?)
• Nickel silver with bad finish.
• Valves are gosh awful horrible bad. Have gotten better the last couple of years.

The’ just stink now.
• Keys are poorly designed. They don’t stop bending when the valve is open. This

is bad.
• Smaller wrap, lighter. No bend in the notes.
• Less durable than Conn’s, but more durable than Yamaha’s.
• Play above pitch center.
• Ok for beginners. Better than a single.

Yamaha 667 and 667 S(ilver)
• Free blowing, open wrap. Gever copy.
• Excellent response and pitch adjustability.
• Valves and slides are incredibly well tooled. The’ need to he loved a lot ever’

day. They are very fussy.
• They are designed to be played in the US and in Europe, The\ play above $40

(because they rest of the world does). This is why the slides are so lone.
• Very thin metal. Not durable at a]].
• (Jraai Horns.

Yamaha 668 and 668 S(ilver
• A little heavier than the 667,
• \=erv popular.

Quick response, and kind of the middle of the road.
• Thin, not durable metal.



FRENCH HORN TUNING

1. You must know what kind of horn the student is playing because the number of
tuning slides varies.

2. Do not tune just one note. The placement for each note can vary. Tuning just one
note will not give you an accurate slide setting.

3. Slide settings do matter, but not as much as playing fundamentals. If a student is
vibrating the wrong note on the mouthpiece, the sound can be incorrect in a
number of different ways.

Common Mistakes in French horn Tunin2
• Inaccurate or inconsistent hand placement
• Inaccurate or inconsistent slide placement
• Pulling the wrong slide
• Pulling a slide for the wrong reason
• Wrong ratio of tuning slides to one another

Will the correct slide please stand up...?
• There are three kinds of tuning slides on horn:

o Fside
o Bbside
o Combination or main slide.

• The top stack of valve slides is the F side; the bottom stack is the Bb side. Single
sided horns only have one stack.

• The water slide on the front and closest to the player is an imposter. It should be in
all the time.

• All tuning slides should he pulled about the same amount and be in ratio with each
other.

HOLTON FARKAS H179
• One imposter water slide on the front top

• One Bb slide on the front sideways with a nag

• One man slide on the hack top
• One F slide on the hack bottom
• Va e slides should all be tolled about ol an inch every ngie one!

CONN SD
• One imposter water slide on the front top
• One main slide on the hack top
* One F slide on the hack bottom
• \a1\ e slides should all he pulled about t of an inch (ever single one)

YAMAHA 367
Bb and F slides side b\ side on the back

• \kiive slides should al be polled about of an inch eve:v sinele one



Other brands:
Take out the slide in question. Play a note without the trigger. If you hear a note rather
than a mystery sound, the F side does not use that tuning slide. Play a note with the
trigger. If you hear a note rather than a mystery sound, the Bb side does not use that
tuning slide.

The C Major Scale: Tuning the Horn from Middle C to 5t1 line F

Tunin2 the F Side (no trig2er)
• Have the student play the first five notes from first ledger line below the staff C to

second line G. Eye ball the entire part of the scale. This tunes the F side of the
horn. Set the tuner to first line E and second line G. All concert F’s (C’s) are
sharp on the horn. If F and D are not in tune, adjust the top 1 valve slide.

Tunin2 the Rb side (tri2ger)
• Have the student play second line G to third space C. This tunes the Bb (trigger)

side of the horn. You are rea]ly looking at the third space C. (If C and G are in
tune but A and B are out of tune, adjust the second valve slide.)

• Have the student play third space C to fifth line F. Eye ball the entire part of the
scale. You are really looking at the C and the F. (If the D and E are out of tune,
adjust the bottom first or second valve slide.)

Remember: Valve slides should all he pulled out equally.



Settin2 Horn Slides

• It is important to do this early. Setting horn slides helps to establish pitch center.

Do not “tune” them. Just set the slides. Then make sure they vibrate on pitch.

• At first, all slides should be out ‘.d inch (except the wannabe water slide). Horns

are made to be in tune with the slides out.

• Later, slides can be individually adjusted.

• Tuning slides should be out the same distance as each other.

Popular Models and Their Slides

Holton 179
• Main slide on the top but in the back (with it on your lap)

• Bb slide sideways in front

• F Bottom on back
• Front vertical is a fake tuning slide. It wants to be an F when it grows up. It

needs to be all the way in all the time.

Conn 8D
• Wannabe water slide on front (from the player’s view)

• Main slide on the top in the back
• F slide on the bottom in the hack

If you are not sure, pull the slide out and then have a child play. If you get a note with

the trigger down, and then an open note, the slide is a main slide—that is it adjusts both

sides of the horn. If you get noise with the trigger. hut a note on the open horn- it is an F

slide and adjusts notes without the trigger. Conversely, if you get a note on the open horn

but noise on the trigger side, it adjusts the length of the Bb horn.

Love your Rotary Valves and they will love VOU back...

• With a Hokon French horn. \‘Oti will have to beat them with a chime mallet.

• Oil all the moving parts. Oil is like most wonderful things... yu can have too

much

• Di] the sannes. under the valve cap, and i]’SIDE the slides to keep ii from nsixne
1Cc d n r w .i I ri riJ a’

and then pop the valve. The suction sound you hear, while bad for the valve seals

normally, is pulling the oil into the valve, Make sure that your students routinely

depress the keys when dumping their slides.



DOUBLE HORN FINGERINGS

Where there are two notes In one measure they are two different names for the SAME pitch.

Where are two different fingerings the first fingering Is preferred.

C c#orDb D D#orEb E F F#orGb

— —

— u 0 0 U

4E) if

Tl3orO T23 Tl2orT3 Ti T2 123

G G#orAb A A#orBb B orDb

:

23 :;
1

0 T23or123

p D D#arEb E F F#orGb G G#orAb

( 1
T3orTl2 3orT1 3orT2 1 2 0 23

A A#orBb B C c#orDb D D#orEb

1 2 0 12 2

,‘ E F F# or Gb G G# or Ab A A# or Bb

F
I

r
0 2 0 T23 T12 Ti

T2 TO T23 T12 TI T2 TO

T2 TO T23orT2 TOorTl2 Ti T2 TO

F#orGb G#orAb A#orBb
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1&ute 1tvy Dd

J-ttDd 1oMoD
Mem4y:

1. Hold bnr’el of body with with right hand

2. With ‘eft hand. attach footjoin

.. v’o.d should be Iired up wth mvddl of

fiô’r key
3. Never touch keys

ld Postiion

I Put flute or Left knee

2 HoLd bcirret wdh right hand

3. Make an ‘L with your left hand (bottom of LH mdex finger

shot1d ouch t: on flute)

4 Make a box with youD efI hrid index firer and close the. 2

fngcr.. Voar finger should still be resting an the tape {ths finger

is coiled finger I)

5. Put down finger 2 - this finger shouLd nake. roinbow’

6. Make sure iht 6tudewLtS are using the pads of their fingers

7 3rd fie.r the last key.

Right Hand;
1. Pretend like you are holding a i9 Mac from

Mca.rdds (thumb should he on its side)

2 d flute u ti LH

3 Put RH thunth on the tape

4, Put lingers 4.5 arid 6 down

5 LFl pkie. hold very close to fner 3 nd stick traht

6 ‘lEVER under the A flar ky

7 RH pinke traight up

Texas Banamasters assoca5on Conven5on/Cnc 2005
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A BUNCH OF GOOD ADVICE

Donut puff your chee4<s, stay firm
Keep a flat chin an think E
Play with pride & practice every night to become a successful clañnetist &
never give up
Practice a lotI
You setter get ready to work!
Practice a lot and practice correctly.
Practice, dont break the instrument
Band is very cool & you should look forward to the concerts.
Always practice, and if you can’t get something right, try it over and over!
NEVER GIVE UP!
if you have a question. aski Do:nt be too shy
Always have everything ready for band every day
Always firm up your embouchure
Practice doesnt make you periecLit makes you better.
Practice a lotH It will help you
Keep a jj of good reed5 with you.
Drink a thick rilkshake through a coffee straw.
Practice a lot.
Practice every day for at least 30 mm.
Practice HARD
Do what the directors tell you
flat chin1 dot puff your cheeks, sit up straight, shoulders relaxed, sit on
half of your chair, and most of all - have fun’!
If you don’t get It the first time, try and try again.
Practice
Practice every day, always have a flat cnin, make sure fingers are covering
the holes.
Have fun!
Keep working hard arid never give up
Practice every day and keep a flat chin
Take private lessons
Always pratce every day to get better
Make sure you turn in your practice sheet
Firm up
Practice, practice, practice
Work hard & you wil[ sucd. Never say hard!
Keep on pract4crng to get really good
Concentrate arid don’t mess around
Take te to learn it right
Practice
Practice and make sure you are doing everything RIGHT.
Try to get ahead of the class so you have more time to practice ifficuLt
things, but do it right. Practice til! it1s perfect

Texas Bandmasters AssociaSon Gonven0on/Chnic 2005



Practice a lot
Always think b& Open ctick1 drirk a milkshake blow, Dorit bile. Always
cover The holes.
Don’t get upset Il you are not on the first row. ti you want it enough you
will get mere someday.
Practice, practloe, practice
Always pay aflention, never doubt what you can do
Never give up, always practice
Practice correctly and in front of someone to see it it sounds fight
Practice everyday and don’t forget practice sheets & chair tests
Ba respectful
Bring the instrument to you when you play, dont move to it
Turn in practice sheets (trust rne)l
Yu need to work hard and practice or you will not succeed
Always turn in your practice sheets
Always sit up straight and have a good embouchure
Try your best
Always play on a good reed.
Never put your instrument where it can be bumped.
You will make mistakes, but never give up
Don’t hold the instwmert too tight in your fingers or you won’t be able to
move your fingers easily.
Watch your embouchure, keep your head up
Listen to Miss Hawkins - she will help you
Have 1un
When you get sornethin9 new, learn it right away
Take care at the reed, Listen to other players, and oractice!
Keep chin Aat, be prepared to be hard working, practice every day.
Be careful with your nstrunient Practice practice practice
Pract!ce, practice. practioe
Listen to what the teacher has to say
Bancls awesome-practice hard.
Don’t get discouraged and don’t let char test freak you ouL It you
practiced youli be o.k.
Just work hard and do not stop trying
lake private lessons
The most important thing .Pfl.ACTICE

! &id ofn -frs yiar

atL t

t ‘fl rds
tthL bn ?iwmbr

Th& ar some fhe’ a’is&

Tgxa Baromasirs ssocauor CoerlIlen Onc 2Oc.



tri week ofschool
Clarinet outine

Key Cnt

Courrt Set 2 4 lines r. 4Oc3 (120-3/4)

Set 2 ióths 55x2 (110-2/4)

Horn Together G - B beats
GE (egti rote&)

G-E kegister (B)

G-E-up to C

Finger briiI G-F-&E-b.. quarter - eighth

Register Studies A-E-c#, BbF-, F#b#.

SololCkzss

Chrorncillc Sciy it
Pky t

Tetrachords

Rook

- 1 ,

-

Texas Bandmasters Assocaton ConventxjniCiinic 2005
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Diy 1utr, cc, rc:: L)d

thir

‘1. FLzits: tdo!it

eLftt: 1thct vd LrL

. Lut: C)ct’ (pLv ‘y

thx with. 2 &ee.r)

Lrftt: iib uii you do

. ‘FLutes.: C

Lhet: E )edb4.

‘. iut: ( to i) 1riU

E t o

) lirlU

,Dd
ILU

‘Wll)!)1]. t) t to wtii
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Brass Ckss Pout irie

1. CourtSet#2(4Ox3)

2.. Say order of flats arid #s (70 x 2)

3 Say Key Chant
4 Warmups 1-4 (inside cover of

Rhythm Master book)

5 Chromatic Scale (6 pulses per note

with 3 resis between)

Flat Tetrachord (add i ore as we

learn them)
7. Book assignnent

k***If you play alt of lesson 9 and 10 by

Tuesday next week, I will give everyone

a coupon for a free coke from Waiters.

Can you dg it????2??????

****RELAXI PELAX ELAX ELAXI

exas Banamasters Assocaatior, Corventcr/CThc 2OC&



1CUiOD V’

utft
1. Time Signature Chant (414 time)

2. Counting — lines I through 7. Make sure
you PULSE!!!!!!

3. Wrist exercises at 90 x 2. then 120 x 2.
then 140x2.

4. Warmuppage7atl40xl

5. Rudiments-practice in the following order:
aBuzz Roll (med. Fast phase 3) SPUL!!!!
b.Paradiddle at 70 x 2
c. Double stroke roll
cL 5 siroke roil
e9 stroke roB
f Any other assincd rudiments

5. Book Assignment

Texas Banamasters Assocatior Gonventon/CInc 2005



Percussion Routine
Worm-up Terr

3 5’etchts
Wrist Exerds 120/140/160

ky Chant 70

Sd 2/rn. 109 55 (4)

Rofls

MItipbt oiinct oh
Phst 3

Lg oi OO4O
5 rti
9 ?rd
13 5trk
1? trk

gnClaSgdOpcri

udimrt

90 (double teiWo)

tiub1 Pdidde 90 (double teinp)

Fi 90

Fkimtp 90
F[wnidddlc 90 (double tempo)

Fnacue 90 (dorbk. teintj,o)
trg (1uff) 90

Fiinoccerrt 40

a Warttu) 120 {16’ rios)

T€chniç Workou’t
#9 (ri is) 90

90
#14 110 frghThs)

i05 (sittnthv)

90 (eighhs)

Current or

Texas Bandrnasers Assooation Gonvention/Chnc 2005



NAME

CLASS

1ST EMSTFR EXAM

MULI1PLE CHOgCE - ChosD th BEST 8iswr.

Twt, nrn or a rtha rr* b orrtr c tJ d 1rrnati

a&bch trd k. Raçuak rrr’ nd rC:or n c COOL ci

Ttw n erw,k Nrauhrd ae a Wii sp H ep. Wok sl.

b) Wh4 pWhts1ep, HalF biilE Wlf. Ip Wk J€p

Hati p Halt . Whde tp

T rurrcFnotein drhrtf. i2 Ii: c4 d

Lrir b !x4 c:i iiih t a hail sIep

rbr: lhTexThcli Banri hthr PyItH. sand

Sl PeppeLoeHr Club Ban1 : 1w M1TZ H$.N!Y

T n,irs ar a’ ih’ same peh, ac,iad 1hrr b jcI

A rachord i Ab, 2h C Dh t S&AcJGDF c F’GDAE

d: EIDJ

4 thiip jj tw ii whii way7 rr1& 7!? cp

h:riol 1! ‘le C) Owlrh ‘:i’) ra’a*r CilF I 14

5r: anc€ hard bi r,vil c p1I insiJr rh crnr wrU rrj

djicriani P1c

11 n1rrrpo bid drnpo

12 1 a’ ky rmaLsr W in Oitr ia ‘1 la1. J jv !ctrIaUrf

4

rcsr’fr ars a h1dt arft xl irn! bqr1i1Jl1 lir

niu35y ow d cadul’1ait oi’ cFvcir Ct2L

sii z •1 na au ! 2 c’ 5 !o: &

Tiurafta. B b &Z c 5E 4

l. & C:

wweeri 2 bnr es ac a rc rjr i dtr:

Texas Banamasiers Assoccatan Canver5on/Chrsc 2Q05



UWE OR FALSE

iot udds ha! aIje o a1tn

1 . ThtboiLom mberQt Ihe 1rne Sgn ve1c4svou how many co1ntza in

! C ear g b o1hbnring wd p11ohnE

20 Trt nd o apto ci ion ut rrwiic : rndia1ecry dublc ba tn

21 Tert iot. vcw i ht iu ionq o QmphL2L

22. Th mo1n 01 h€kio1ir uiJm- ZDWN PFESS JF

23. Syman emphs or bnc rou o ri h t UPbi

D/iowkud o s-rut lh isot’e ikwviJ

25 Fore rir,k,ii

- Ap:i r.ar

FILL LN ThE BLANKS

hc ol ch noi anc st and [ft1 Gv: miiy XrJ1I. anC pti1si 1 VG4iJ i

D7. C oiini

28. zxJun puIsr

29. — CiunI puts

30

31. -. courrs pulses

3>. uounts

33 —

NAME THE ENHARPONIC

35 O c3 3 Gr

40 Ii t 42 C

TI1E sGNATURE8

Ho mr’, tea rhe ncxjn. 43

exs Ean&maste-s ssocao C.nveno/Onic 0005
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Top Thirty Things I Learned
During Student Teaching

1. Pui1d on what they already knew.

2. Teach stve Eirt.

3. Go tD the dudur when you first start ieeling sick

4 if ou want kids 10 krn soe’hin, von bettet inrodu it tlu htmnri . ei

. ‘1t’5 not ruet scaence.

6 Akav give more than i requrvd c you.

7. ‘ou’ve got to face your tears, dig in your heLLs, a:d ner ie tiniv 4’t t1i: ner of

ycIu_
8. Don’t be tfraid to ak quhens

Q L ou v..ant ‘ou bn’id to souLd ciod th. th. igbt r dii1. rurn, he rrtu

with good concept of sound of their I trument arid & hand) i’iii mc

by taught ever)’ clay from da’ one

10. Lsten
11.. If we sell it,. they can do it. ii you build it tiwv wili come.)

12. When it comes to hegmners. e.on pLans are br the birds.

1,3. Thou thait not breathe a the end of the ieasure unless it’s tkw end & the

phrase.
14 Timu 3J.Wi not pElav the romiuic scale Frorr mtry. Yet}

15. You don’t learn to ride bicycle without taking some fLls

l6 Always ask, Is that ea.w or what?”

17. When you’re practicing don’t ask trself how you have nine to do your

warmups. How do you not have tiiiie?

18. E)on’t take it out on the kids.

19. 11iv a met riorrw niarklrr for everytiun

21). When speaking to an tiperatr type person on the phonu. £wi start

conversaon b, “Hi )ane” (People like beuring their nariw. Make people

feel speda.)

21 “Hard’ and Can’t” aic tour lettet wurd-.. (&‘ ts hreak,i

21 Learn t transpose.

23. God invented periphe:ra vision cci thit we cood witch the band directtr

24. Don’t pbv a bad aTangenient of i good march. There arty too rudEly i.tooci

marches out there.

25. Yüu havy to face your demons head on or yu’ti never gel pu’il them

2r, [I vol hir orr Lthl1 thdi U L” F O.nJ ri,h u- 11L’ ji. h F

rauing it, ask someom’ Io help

2’ vv’hen it’s e’meo;ws t’irthdav. hove therEl sLmd on chair ond sn 1i:’v

Birthday e
28. Snnc going to he iorge iLs citlwr to th’n o; o. gcang to

29 You don’t practice ior thtrr’ ninutes and then put up you: horn o’i pr;wtw:

unot you’vt mhshcJ vo’.n joai.

‘tF. .‘n ounLv ot t Worth a to m’ theory



TOP 10 THINGS TO DO OVER THAN5&tVXN& BRE4K

N!MtTZ JUNOR H1N BA5S CLASS

I Ly down oi the floor with heavy books on your stomach, When

you bratIe in, make the books o u’p Then as you breathe oUt let

them o down SLOWLY. bo this with your breathing tube olso,

____

2. Call o friend and ploy your three favorite lirws out of your blue

book to thetr over the hont..

— 3. Coinpvse a song using all the notes w&ve learned in class. bo

yur best to notate (write it out) on the back of this paper. Play it

for your parents.

_4. Ploy an F and see how many seconds you can hold it Try thrs o

few tines. Write your longest time here

_____

S. &o to a brass players frerids house for the afternoon or to

spend the night Practice all the duets in the block took and the

bhe book., Take turns playing different lines for each other.

___

6. Tape record yourself pioyng Less04n U in the blue book. Go

back and listen to eoch line after’ yru plLry 11. S if you are playing

the right pitche. Watch the direction the notes on the page go and

see if that’s what your notes do also. Also be sure you are

tonguing/slurring perfectly.

_8, 5e if you can finish the blue boo There. are no new rhythms

ond cdii the fingerngs are o your fingering darts ead oil the

instructions VEY carefully

exas Banamasters Assosaflcr Convention/Chn: 2005



9. Be sure you con ploy all of your ChrãstmGs Concert music

perfecily. ve a practice ccncert to as many reiaties. friends.

anrima5. dolls, &ier as you can gaTher together.

_1O, Cosint your hythrns Set #1 fines 742 with lots of pulse and

correct pulse. The count hythm Set #2 dines 14. When you’ve

done it three times in row perfectly, go to the kitchen and find ri

treat for yourself.

ii. et out your bck book (Best in Class). Play Lines as many lines

as you cm (you couid probably play the whole book. Re extra sure to

count and claplname and finger/position and fîrtger every lint before

you pioy it

Hove your parents initi& by ee& number as you cmpete it. You will

get two extro credit points on your extr crdit practice ‘report if

you turn this in with it. For example, if you get a 202 on your

proct ice re:por arid do 11 out of the II things, your grade af 122 will

repJace your lowest practice report. CAN YOU bX& tT??

HAVE A SAFE 4Nc HAPPY THANsGrVtNG.

PRACTtCE ONLY ON DAYS YOU EATII]



3Th1€ q$

W47 JW4. 4j4iI €M1

— I. M;iv th kkwuig hiws in your itck biaL Put i r 1w our bvoritc -.

7, Si), 5. i2, 7. 79. 4, i, ird ) I

__ ___________

— L PUT * ii* m&i PflU C11f*$ *nsx *11* C*Mt *K

___

•4U *i*ii C*K Mt I ?R * PARK?.

I. lla 1k to1.win blue L fmi add nw lvs kfw laii

r;, !!. .. . . t. L. , . iai 111. 112. 1D.

—
taier hwi ftr or t kst. p

t i tb (pL ±i th sit fxtrdwr LLp #3

e?C44L $ rej 1i th rest f
r

W & 4cmnRsIraIC the pcrfcr1
cab.urkiirc 1 ir*’r IIl%IwuweIht 1* a rrtnk’e.

8

7C TE 7i .n4j); 7& .. SZ. . IC& 1

L P1*! *t 1*11? i1iH41fl 11* IUU IS VU KflW FRWPIIS * UUWIIIt

DL AZl1 411t! Land La]I I1Hl (iL,143 drd Cl1 *4)fl[ ckawt 1Lr iL

iuweriitq 1u4r1IInq h iivc lii 1ruin LLbi, ii-S 4()

— I I PiTHE LAST UNE OF CVERY PAGE IN ‘fOJR bLACK

BOOK. IF ThE L&ST LiNt IS A FTLL iN THE BLANK KIND OF

LINE. LAV Th1 ONIE BEFORE T. CUT MAKE SURE YQifVE

DONE THE Fl IN THE 1ANK ALSO!)

exas Bandrnasters Assoc5aton Converation/Chnic 2005



— 12. Teat — R1tr ii ae I, tc 2i yu Rhythm ElerdstL a
yu tart iave eu msy Iradi Ihe person ot your tha4t

___

U4’t LI%f £iW PA N YOt 5.U4 SOO

14. 11 .git1,z;
2!

25. CaW w reAtWe(4 S r7L4A.+1t eiz) aridpkw
U.g494 Er 95 fnthbbocrk

— 1. Wri’t or preit ffIuti1 nttt fw aIIE,wi c riA. itA

i !uik jn rrJi+ +kiiir

rti,/hjk ew e oz’

— TI.Nit
lbs

. cp ;! w Tier aJ4.y fl (JSq

1r1)Jr fr (4c? uj pr tr/1pe fk( rrf r,miIJ

vnvr prrrrs ii by ther :i± tri cmd:
.e jr rc’d ri tiF i turr 4P

F 1 . k — — -

‘-

M iv
RtTC€ OYO T#T£
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ysoc ftis-rrnM
I. Pk Lht it]Iiwi lItR. n viui Iw}OL a star by iour bvonw 2.

Fiudv flH, #9, 10. t I!, i 1. & #1

4

___ __

L #1 qØ * AItAt *I* C*UtM*1 *flWij *

*PrT mactn sin * .*act

4. to rt ø te

st 1 tot4irr. twj pI t ii.ot vftw a4 war

£k44) Thk ài t L Chrft
PLaê4 LLv fit r boøk 4r ak otktv,

—
. Iriw,ribc A dtøi*rii1r bc pr1cr1 hand

p41114)en i. a reIatIYr4

___

7 flLfl4 atw J4 (ZL #6J

_trø caI.aLpiaim711t bIs
limes isleslialeIIsesek, flkaaw..,iI

.ii]l iL, LuiJ UI pLn4 lwIimn6 k+11L b or ib uzLwffln(J

10. PLAY THE LAST LiNE OF EVERY PAGE IN YOUR BOOK. iT

DOE5NT MATTER IF JTS A RUDIMENT. A RHYTHM UNE OR A

RuDIMEr& ETUDE START ON . 8 AND GO THROUGH P.

R.par thir fX) i1

‘d[f7ür B 1 4 1) C ( /1Bidmd then (imi (m,mm Fiiir)
(Jrthr7/;wp F( L [)4 f/i (iai tj (‘ i)ii; 4i/ir f 1]uv)
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— 12. ieur bisther *ter hew Is UII sr 25* jser flytUi Ueidsrs 11
yo. swl hm’e s gb1I, yea ms iea the prnsn nl year tk14L

zi. ft*.zi 4 CLAP, Alt u1C. PLW i4 4 is, c.

14- APPS”JDX .
d

Ww 4 t) LWArS i L

15. 5ehi-yUwc teM&1et8’ck Ifyaw

dv&zy, yow wotü4 FINISH theboak!!
Wr’the- nrnzbw c,f the- Ltwvou. tcaArrtth’,

— W Wrt onr mot for flow1 o iict Id
Jhr whj flc hw nch ou gü*t

itriii

iF#
I#

—.

lbs
i.

C fr‘tTrr ij pm Jiiri Gi1 ci(.

crk (Jnr 1 ;, , fvf.4j

r o- • J-E E tn crt

pats D wCVr ira Drcii r5jjP fl’X f jrf ft r. FLr- rp

ij viJr Lrtut e fh xj qcv r- iI r

r— veet\s c.r, Y)U i2

iM
ONLYO £t. r’

3G1 JiJwJ a
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Top T4n Rcaons To Go Ti
WTAM1J Band Camp

54

*

41

#1* Tn gi away Irnni your piranis for two

#9 To ixjwien tøfli life.

#E To play bakbaU go 1wlia and swim in an
— 4Jiy.njth’ iizc pnuL

#“ To nni nw guys 4nr girl

#6 Gi* nut o’ Od*L TX.

No brntIur or 4nnk you nr or tutI-

#1 To tay- in 11w durna with all your ricinL. 4Two wk
4iz1nIbr pnrty)

#3 Tn s#c old irWnd and mr4 iww 1rivink Ironi uihr
44)flflb

#2 Tn bcmn*’ a htr pla’4’*ar am your sIrnuIn1.

And th # I rcaoii iii go it. 1T flind (‘:irnp:

No %Umdard Aire

3—’—

ex r3adrse ‘co eto 0



N rn’

10 r14INGs t) DC) C)YER 5PRING REA
NMITZ 3UNitR HH

______

Piciy the fdown lines in your blacfc booic

a 16, 23, 2. 37, 39, 50, 53, 62, 70, 79, 33. 86, 9!, 102. i7

—____ 2. CaB c riertd and ay ycxr concert Db na’ concert C sal Aso

rikty your favorite tv’o songs fcsr them (any songs yc have) Write their

here

____________________ _________

3 Go to another bd rnei-rber’s house for the afternoon or to

spend te noht, Play rnyt’.m set 2 together (?ky it .n the acte o

your concert Rb ga1e -i it’s percussion they’ >k3y or srre) Thir’c uh in

the rest instead af savI9 t. ecc your kot tap iay 1ine fro-,, ycr

4 Fi nis your ue bo&c plOv as muc as you can in compomd/ct

time Peri.vrrn 3 from age 28 or 30 {or your porents or brother

and/or sister

5 tnr the foowinc questiors

How many sharps ore in’ the key oF A?

/ha± cey cre yov n f tere care 2 f’ccts?

)hcrt ic are you n ii there are ats

what $E arc ya; f there are ‘1ats?

What rce>’ one yo in f there’ re no sarps or

a auarer rote get in 2/2 time (cut. trY?

Hc frf b.ct does a Haf r r ‘j time (cr tm)

Hc fl°afly tTcats zoe t W’eDle nc.te qet if 2 tiT’. tcne

Texas Bandmasters Association Convention/Clinic 20U5



6, Practice your scales irt cut trre e 5IJRE to th.rr th arpeggios
(ro. crrn y Iat 2 piClf fe< xr k. jc vC$j &rnc ri t

7. r4ss p(iyer Wor$. cr your wc’r- 51U”5 uitl yo ca get all
notes to respond with a grert 5ourd Learn you’i- F scale 2 actae5 in ut
tine.
Wc-odwinci/percussin - cr yocr rup haf-hoie exe-cie (f -

register key- ft lt finger etc) Get ALL rites to come out

- & Write your Dcrent c thanc you nu’te for ac the support they
give you fri hand, Tdl ther ycJr favorite thing about band and why you

qc!d they let you be a r.Qr of t.

9 Thic to a41 of yoJr fred5 who are 6th raders. Tei them h
mch ‘un bana is and that th need to g’n up for it rext year.

_______

. CaI the band hail (363.-22iO) and day your favorite line in the
Lie bootc cut time/coiipound time e sire to te u who you are!

Go a-c F>e-fnrr at one these
irsirg home
chLyrch
dery frk?nds house r!io doesnt get out rnutL

a relativEs ouse wh ckesnt ou:

your rnt iritial b eaci rwrrber yo corplete . You will qet
wc e4ra Dret po’n On yOJr extc credi rdic recri -ou turr

r wtr t Ar\ ‘ij L]’ jT

HAV[ A 5AFE AND HAPPY 5NING EK
HET YCnji? NO1 P CTjCiNG OMEHON’E EL

‘eas BaneasTers ssc,ato’ ‘,n’nor Qr 2OO



*
/Yn9 cuCCeJJ

Perseverance is not long race:
it is nuinvshort races one afierrnwther.

1. Practice slowly!

-
Ui.

:i. Tnpc record ynrsIf.

‘k. i, Prcctce the chaIienin stuff first.

5 Dtactce ntfj a frien&

6. Vor t (et ourseQpüiy anjt1Ing Cess

* tha-n a i thvLcioi at aivq ttme.

ri rm y p t31er ti.3 cat pir t t! r thvLLopL)

7 Pt olhIiJ OD (ldJS tkfll J i

YOZaflt 4d c rht wgtQ

DO 2T !?‘WW!

4

*

*
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